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Preface
Governance, Development, Business simply means getting the more from less for more
and more by the optimum use of the available resources. In present age electricity and water are
one of the major fundamental need and resources of our life. But in the current situation also
there is no as such specific unique identification system (digital addressing like Internet Protocol
for ICT equipments , devices etc) designed and developed for identifying ,recognizing and
accessing electric and waterresources like devices, outlets, inlets, Channels, conductors, carriers,
containers, storage etc , as well as there is no record keeping system is designed and developed for
record keeping like Land records which maintains the details of Land Area, resources in land like
Well, details of Land owner and his/her right, Agricultural aspects of the land (Year wise crop
Details ), type of land irrigated/ non-irrigated, Property card etc, which gives complete
information about a particular piece of land, There is no as such records maintained for electric
and water resources present in a particular home, building, campus, area, etc. like Land records
for lands for same. The same concept may be used for the management of other resources like
Gas, Fuels, traffic etc. management.
One of the major factors behind the crises of water and electricity is the mismanagement.
We have to adopt a scientific approach in the planning and conservation of Electricity and water
in order to ensure a balance.For the proper governance of the electricity, water, and the
fundamental need is item/device wise utilization of the energy / resource (electricity, water etc.)
in order to find, manage and monitor the utilization of the resource. The key reason and fact
behind this problem is that the resources, devices, outlets, inlets, Channels, conductors, carriers,
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containers, storage etc, are not digitally coded (addressed) with fundamental attributes name,
value, type, address (Location) and accessed like IP Address for computer devices connected on
network. Instead of dreaming like we have attached IoT sensors, IP to devices and we will get
the device wise details of consumption and device wise electric, water billing, in order to dream
to be true we have to study the present system and find the exact difference between dream and
present real system and what are the obstacle between dream and present system.
According to the global changing scenario, the needs, requirements, demands, and trends are
changed in recent years and continuously changing day by day. The identity is changed to a
digital unique identity and the location address is changed to a digital unique location address
based on longitude and latitude.
Along with usual focusing on increasing supply of resources (Electricity, Water etc), the effort is
to be made for manage demand and increase efficiencies, increased throughput for the concrete
and effective Governance. We are living in the world where we want everything early but we
have to face this pressure keeping in mind that for everything to get the sufficient time and
energy is need.
We have to understand that if the water is getting discharged there has to be a systematic
plan to recharge the groundwater and here comes the role of Rain Water Harvesting system. We
have to understand where the water has gone from its natural ground water sources to make them
dry and dead to get it restored. It appears that we have killed the natural ground water sources, to
meet our increased demands with misuse, mismanagement. It appears that the natural ground
water gone in dams stopping the flow of natural ground water resources to make them dry and
dead, construction, water bottles, industrialization, urbanization, increased population etc.
making it unequal availability to leave the weaker behind.
Along with the technical e-Governance, for proper governance of water, electricity we
have to create the specific national policy with public awareness to implement the techniques of
optimum utilization of resources water, electricity etc. involving techniques like a) Usage of
Pure Water :The pure water is to be used only where it is necessary and not for all purpose.
Pure water is to be used for the drinking and cooking purposes, food products only. It is common
scenario in kitchens that the drinking water and secondary use water taps are adjacent to each
other but usually drinking water is used for all purposes. b) Water should not be allowed to fall
on floor and reuse of Water: for every water flow from water tap for any purpose like hand,
face washing, bathing, dish washing etc, there should be water container to collect the used water
and the same used water can be again reused for other secondary purposes like floor
washing/cleaning in bathroom, in toilet, washing basin, gardening etc. The water from tap is not
allowed to be poured on floor and wasted into gutter. c) Recycling Water: The used drain water
from bathroom, washing clothes, dishes and kitchen outlets of urban as well as rural areas should
go to the recycling plant through centralized channel, and to be used for another purposes and
not allowed to be wasted in gutters and strictly not allowed to join to the fresh water channels to
prevent from making the fresh water sources dirty.
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1. Brief Description:
The initiative involves the framework for e-Governance of fundamental resources (Water,
Electricity etc) using 1. Digital record keeping with Digital UID (unique identification)
address like IP and Digital UID location address (based on longitude and latitude ) and 2.
Digital accessing with IoT sensors, Actuators by using the emerging cognitive Technologies
like IoT (Internet of Things ), BIoT (Building Internet of Things) , IoET (Internet of Every
Thing),Software Defined Infrastructure(SDI), Wi-Fi 6, 5G, Edge Computing, Fog
Computing, GPS, AI, Data Analytics, Block chain, etc.
This initiative is for the total remote management of water and electricity system with ultimate
aim to provide water and electricity bills with devise wise consumption similar to Telephone and
Mobile.
Devices, Equipments and Components of water and electricity are expected to come with IoT
inbuilt to control remotely and measure its utilization
Theme:-The proposed system of Framework for e-Governance of Fundamental resources
Electricity, Water should get implemented in the interest of Government and Public.
Research Problem: Why this research?
Aim of this research is to study, use and analyze IoT sensors, Actuators and digital UID address
like IP and digital UID location address based on longitude and latitude by using the emerging
cognitive Technologies like IoT (Internet of Things ), BIoT (Building Internet of Things) , IoET
(Internet of Every Thing), Wi-Fi 6, 5G, Edge Computing, Fog Computing, GPS etc. ,for the
utility computing to facilitate the effective e-Governance which involves efficient and optimum
use of fundamental resources like electric, water for the improved service delivery, throughput,
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efficiency and cost effective solutions, and to provide concrete framework for e-governance in
India.
Online Resources at:
https://akola.gov.in/national-informatic-center/

The webinar presentations are available at links below.

 Webinar of Brief on Framework for e-Gov of Electricity, Water Dt. 26 Aug
2020
Webinar Public Link

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BNr_cDtb8yIJwlrxeH7EaogWGAPVhCJ/view?usp=drivesdk
 Webinar on Framework for e-Gov of Electricity, Water Dt. 18 July 2020
Webinar Public Link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1452HTawkM2vZLTQZpWDKfggoAHDBj0Ca/view?usp=shari
ng

 Webinar on Framework for e-Gov of Electric, Water Dt. 10 Jan 2020
Webinar public Link :

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hxWYXU8fbd421VbSj3RhcdYgxHzTAPUv/view?usp=sharing

Background that led to discovery of Innovation/initiative/Project:
Basically NIC work in the area of core e-governance in the interest of Government and public
like National Land Record Modernization Program (NLRMP), electronic Public Distribution
System (e-pds). It is found that there is no as such system for management of fundamental
resources like electricity and water in Govt. offices, areas, educational institutions etc and public.
Only manual processes are converted to digital like billing and payment.
According to the global changing scenario, the needs, requirements, demands, and trends are
changed in recent years and continuously changing day by day. The identity is changed to a
digital unique identity and the location address is changed to a digital unique location address
based on longitude and latitude.
Recently the emerging technologies like IoT, AI, data analytics along with internet arising
speedy have made scope for finding the device wise consumption. The District Informatics
Officer (DIO), NIC, Akola have attended conferences of CSI, IT2020, 2017 at IIT, Mumbai in
Oct 2017 and attended Grass root Informatics Conference 2018 (VIVID 2018 DIO Meet) of NIC
at New Delhi in Feb 2018, Open Group Conference in March 2018 in Bangalore. During the
Grass root Informatics Conference 2018 (VIVID 2018 DIO Meet with Innovation Challenge) ,
Hon Moiz Hussain Ali, State Informatics Officer (SIO), NIC, Maharashtra and DIO, NIC, Akola
have a discussion on the areas where the emerging cognitive technologies like IoT, AI, Data
Analytics, Block Chain etc. may be utilized at grass root level. and the idea arise to DIO, NIC,
Akola to use the cognitive technologies like IoT, AI, Data Analytics, Block Chain etc
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technologies based on IoT sensors and IPV6 for the e-Governance of fundamental resources like
water and electricity.
2. Scope :
- Generation of device wise ( Fridge, Washing Machine, Fans, Lights etc) electric bill
similar like telephone , Mobile Bill etc, by Monitoring and Management of Consumption
of Electric by devices based on sensor and digital unique identification IP address and
digital unique location address technologies . The Similar Technology is use to find the
area wise device wise or total consumption in a particular area in the
corporation/District/State. The same concept may quite impressive in implementation of
Smart Cities. It is the fundamental right of the consumers to get the item wise bills like
telephone bills and other items. The SMART should mean as Sustainable & Scalable,
Management, Adaptable, Resource Technique for equality of fundamental resources to
common public in the interest of no one should leave behind.
- Remote Monitoring and Management of Electric and water supply devices and
consumption in building , homes, offices and areas like Railway Stations , Govt. and
Private Offices, Universities campus, Colleges, Industries, Plants, departments etc.

-

Figure 1 Areas of Implementation of IoT
Combined in house development and implementation.
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Remote Controlling , Fault Finding and disaster recovery in the area of electric and water
resources, devices, outlets, inlets, Channels, conductors, carriers, containers, storage etc.
This will be helpful to reduce the wastage, leakages and theft of electricity and water (for
example at Railway Station ) to the remarkable level.

-

The similar concept may be used for the management of Gas, Fuels, road and train traffic
controlling etc. management.

-

With the development of local need of huge number of IoT devices and other
technologies, will give scope to local indigenous manufacturing of IoT devices and
development of indigenous technologies and gives scope to new areas of jobs to the local
technical human resource.

Figure 2 source: http://www.iobot.in
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Figure 3. PUB Singapore Water Story

3. Implementing Agency:
- National Informatics Centre, Govt. of India, as technology developer, Solution provider
from Central to state up to district level.
- Nodal electric/ water supply department, Local Agency like Municipal Corporation,
Municipal council, Improvement trust, Railway (in case of railway stations),
Improvement Trust etc. for implementation at the end user level.
4. Problem Statement:
- Inadequate/No record Keeping for resources , items/elements (sources, devices, outlets,
inlets, Channels, conductors, carriers, containers, storage etc)
- Inadequate coded System. No Digitally coded UID system exist like Internet Protocol
(IP) . No digital UID system exists to identify the location of the device/ resource.
- Inadequate resource Monitoring, Management, Service System for items/elements
(sources, devices, outlets, inlets, Channels, conductors, carriers, containers, storage etc)
- Inadequate system for identifying items/elements (sources, devices, outlets, inlets,
Channels, conductors, carriers, containers, storage etc) wise utilization and billing.
Consumers are getting the call wise details of the Telephone / Mobile bills, Grocery Bills etc.
But consumers are not getting the item wise / device wise electric /water bills. The basis reason
behind getting the call wise phone bill is that both ends of transactions are digitally coded by
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which the transactions are measured. In case of electricity and water only the water meter and
electric meter are numbered where the flow of water / electricity is measured by which the
consumers as well as Govt. is unable to find the item /wise consumption of electricity / water,
energy / resource. Therefore Govt. it unable to find the area wise device wise or total
consumption in a particular area, and unable to judge exact need and requirement, as well as
unable to find the accurate amount of wastage, misuse, leakage and theft etc.
It is common scenario that whenever there is large billing, wastage, leakage etc of electricity/
water the concerned members in family / office push blames each others on various reasons and
mostly the blame is fixed on weak members as per natural rule, because of the fact that there is
no way exist to find the exact item/element (devices, outlets, inlets, Channels, conductors,
carriers, containers, storage etc) wise consumption of resource electricity/ water.
In our individual home / Flats, Apartments we are unable to find the exact consumption of water
in kitchens, toilets, bath rooms, Washing Machines and Dishwashers etc.
At Railway station it is common scenario of negligence, carelessness, wastage, misuse, leakage
of water through water resources for public and through the water filling pipes for filling water
into coaches. Even people bathing openly on railway station using these resources. Similar
scenario of wastage, misuse of electricity also appears through electricity resources for public
and railway staff.
Mismanagement
All mismanagement with
Theft – purposely stealing of resource. The act of deliberately taking resource unlawfully
Leakage- discharge of resource from some container/ carrier/channel
Wastage - , misuse, neglection
, subsidy(like providing free water, electricity to a particular group of society)
Failed recovery of bills
are saddled on common citizen in under the pretext of surcharge, tax, average bill, meter rent,
monthly rent etc.
Electricity Supply Mismanagement
For the last over two decades, in thick of every summer or winter season when the power system
has to meet the maximum demand of the public seeking relief from the worst weather conditions
of heat and cold the power system is at its worst? Any increase in power supply due to increased
power generation is nullified by ever increasing unchecked demand and ever mounting
Transmission & Distribution (T&D) power losses. [10]
Any number of Scheduled and unscheduled power cuts make the common man's life miserable,
Water supply is badly affected, the industrial production is at its lowest, and the business as a
whole suffers.
As a matter fact the Power break downs/shut downs as of now are due to a number of reasons
including over-loading of Grid Stations, Transmission Lines, 33-kv lines, 33/11-kv Transformers
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and 11-kv lines besides overall shortage of power and of course due to leakage, theft and misuse
of un-metered power supply.
Unfortunately, the entire power and water system, managed by beaurocrats and controlled by
politicians has gone from bad to worse with every passing day. A system that sustains more than
60% loss due to theft alone has not been allowed to be 100% metered due to the vested interests
including political and has ignored the GOI directions (for more than 20-Yrs) to carry out Energy
Audit to pin-point the reasons and the source of trouble, is destined to collapse. Although,
hundreds of crores of rupees have been spent yet there is no visible improvement in both quantity
and quality of powers supply.
There been has no significant effort to reduce power theft and unauthorized use of power. The
Power Distribution Department has not even cared to use a simple method of providing an
insulated 'neutral cable' along its LT distribution network that will almost eliminate illegal
hooking of Low Tension (LT) lines (passing very close to the houses) that is so rampant in suburban, rural and even in heart of the major cities.
Added to the above mismanagement is absolute absence of preventive maintenance of the
distribution system that is tremendously overloaded much beyond its capacity. The shortage of
funds and inadequacy of technical staff forces the Power Distribution Department to attend to
only breakdown maintenance under forced conditions of failed power supply.
Water Mismanagement –
Mismanagement of water is the main villain here. We have to adopt a scientific approach in the
planning and conservation of water, electricity in order to ensure a balance.
Secondly, we are failing to understand that if the water is getting discharged there has to be a
systematic plan to recharge the groundwater and here comes the role of Rain Water Harvesting
system.
In large number of areas the water is supplied in the intervals of alternate days to 10 up to 15
days particularly in the summer period nearly six months from Feb to July. Usually water is
provided after long gap but for long period of nearly 3 to 4 hours. Under this situation as the
water is to be managed for long period of nearly 10 days, economically strong people arrange
highly extra water storage with many big containers of nearly 4 water tanks with heavy expense
and large numbers of people are filling water using external electric motors. Economically weak
needy people are unable to arrange extra water storage and electric motors and not getting the
adequate water storage and unable to get adequate water resource needed and compelled to
purchase water from external sources. This creates the situation of fundamental resource water
divide and inequality with strong people are getting more and weak people are not getting
sufficient where as there must be equality in terms of the fundamental resource water and no one
should left behind. When the water supplied for three to four hours, the water filling is
completed by most of the peoples in one or two hours depending on their capacity and then for
the remaining extra time the excess water is wasted unnecessarily keeping the water outlets off.
With this when the water is not available that time the peoples faced very extreme problems
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about deficiency of water. But when water supply comes for excess time its care is not taken and
wasted carelessly. Instead if the water is supplied for short period of two days with one to one
and half hour water supply, the all peoples may get equal amount of water and the wasting of
water may be decreased.
What is the solution to end unequal distribution of water?
Water distribution is a huge problem in cities like Mumbai, Delhi and Bengluru. Because the
government is unable to provide piped water to every household, there has been a significant rise
of water mafias. A community-driven decentralized water management policy is the way out that
can end the unequal distribution and water mafias.
Water is necessary for everyone, yet is often taken for granted. Life as we know it evolved from
the primordial oceans and since that point organisms in all their forms have depended on this
invaluable resource. However, today’s cultural and political environment has not been quite
conducive to protecting and preserving the ever so dwindling supply of fresh and clean water,
about 5% of the world’s total water, that is demanded by Earth’s seven billion people.[11]
India's water management has been on an unsustainable path for centuries. More than four
centuries later, water planning and management in India are still on an unsustainable path.[12]
The focus always has been on increasing supply. No effort has been made to manage demand
and increase efficiencies.
In order to ensure that economic growth and industrial developments continue, that enough food
and energy are available for an increasing population demanding steadily improved standards of
living and quality of life, one resource is absolutely essential: water. Demands for water are
steadily increasing. However, its management practices are decades behind time.
If current water management practices continue, such a free or highly subsidized domestic water
supply and excessive groundwater pumping, the country will only get progressively worse.
Yet, India's water management need not to be so dire. Unlike oil or coal, water is a renewable
resource. Oil or coal, once used, cannot be utilized again. With good water management
practices, water can be used, wastewater can be collected and treated, and water can be reused.
This process can continue indefinitely.
Yet, treatment of wastewater and its reuse are alien concepts in India. Estimates by the Third
World Centre for Water Management indicate that less than 10% of wastewater generated is
collected and properly treated. Unsurprisingly, all water bodies within and around urban centres
are now seriously contaminated.
With existing knowledge and available technology, water can be significantly better managed so
that the country has enough water for all purposes—not only now, but also for 2050 when the
population will be one-third higher.
Take domestic water supply. Indian norms should be based on scientific criteria and not plucked
out of thin air. Currently, communities with over 100,000 people with flush toilets are expected
to use 150-200 litres per capita per day (lpcd).
Many European cities, such as Leipzig and Tallinn, have already reduced their water
consumption between 90–95 lpcd. For Denmark as a whole, the average consumption is 107
lpcd. Studies in Singapore indicate that once water use exceeds 80 lpcd, there are no incremental
health benefits.
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Indian urban utilities routinely lose 40–60% of water produced. In Tokyo, losses are 3.7%,
Singapore 4.9% and Phnom Penh 6.5%. Instead of reducing these losses, in India, the preferred
option has been to increase supply, even though nearly half of the new supply is unlikely to reach
the designated beneficiaries because of system losses.
If current water management practices continue, such a free or highly subsidized domestic water
supply and excessive groundwater pumping, the country will only get progressively worse.
Herein lies one of the chronic and fundamental problems of India water management. The focus
always has been on increasing supply. No effort has been made to manage demand and increase
efficiencies. The general feeling of the politicians has been that there is enough water and it is
the task of the government to provide free or subsidized water to all. There is not a single water
utility in India that has a financially viable model.
Take the century-old conflict between Karnataka and Tamil Nadu over the sharing of Cauvery
waters. On a dry year, with steadily increasing urban, industrial and agricultural demands, with
no proper water management, there is simply not enough water in the river to satisfy all the
demands unless they are managed.
Politicians of all parties seeking rural and urban votes have been reluctant to institute proper and
equitable water pricing and thus take hard decisions. Water is also a very emotional issue. Thus,
on 12 September, water riots in Bengaluru left two dead, 1000 vehicles burnt and 400 miscreants
arrested.
Even though the Cauvery dispute is over a hundred years old, demand management has not
entered in the agenda of either Karnataka or Tamil nadu. Sadly, even now, basic hydrological,
water use and demand data are not available to do any rational planning. The situation is very
similar all over India.
In spite of the widespread belief, India is not facing a water crisis because of actual physical
scarcity of this resource. However, it is facing a serious water crisis because of continuing poor
management practices. Nowhere is the problem more obvious than in Cherrapunji, the world's
rainiest city. With an annual average rainfall of 11,777 mm (463.7 in), it has been having serious
water problems in dry months for over a decade.
The subcontinent runs dry
https://www.worldfinance.com/strategy/government-policy/resource-mismanagement-has-led-toa-critical-water-shortage-in-asia
India is facing its worst water crisis on record, and a quarter of its population is suffering from a
drought. Spoiled crops and sprawling dustbowls are a common occurrence, and some farmers
have gone so far as to steal water from elsewhere for their most basic of requirements, never
mind to irrigate their land.
A billion people in Asia could be without access to water by 2050
All in all, 255,000 villages in 254 of India’s 678 districts are suffering a water crisis of some
description. Demand has outstripped supply, and with another 450 million people forecast to be
added to the country’s population by 2050, the crisis, both in terms of quality and availability, is
on course to worsen. Not taking into account the added stress these expanded services will exert
on the economy, the expectation that conditions in India will improve gradually over time is not
as widespread as it once was.
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Millions of farmers, not to mention city residents and companies, are placing huge pressure on
water reserves in what is already one of the world’s most water-stressed countries, draining its
wells and aquifers at a quite alarming rate. One report by the Water Resources Group predicted
the national supply will fall 50 percent below demand by 2030. “The ever-expanding water
demand of the world’s growing population and economy, combined with the impacts of climate
change”, it said, “are already making water scarcity a reality in many parts of the world – and
with it we are witnessing severe damage to livelihoods, human health and ecosystems.”
Government data for the end of March showed 91 of India’s major reservoirs were running at 25
percent capacity, 30 percent lower than at the same point a year before and 25 percent less than
average storage for the decade. Reservoirs and wells in some parts of the country are at their
lowest in a generation, and commercial ventures are competing against individuals for the use of
what little water remains.
The competition between companies, farms and people also means over 54 percent of India’s
landmass faces “extremely high” water stress, which, aside from the aforementioned issues, is
forcing inhabitants to use otherwise undesirable methods of extraction.
Drilling deeper has offered locals a little relief, though doing so ultimately risks making the
problem much worse. The repercussions can be seen across the subcontinent.
As many as four reservoirs in Hyderabad have run completely dry this year. In Telangana, as
many as 35 million farmers have migrated elsewhere to avoid the financial and social hardships
of a second successive drought, and in the capital 10 million people had their access to running
water cut for more than 24 hours. According to India’s Ministry of Urban Development, 70
percent of the local population received as little as three hours of running water a day.
Reports of rising suicide rates among farmers are widespread, and in the state of Maharashtra
3,228 farmers are said to have killed themselves last year after the drought hit – the highest in 14
years. A second successive dry season has many worried that thousands more could follow. A
report from the Center for Human Rights and Global Justice at New York University Law
School said insurmountable debts together with unaccommodating government policies are to
blame for the spike. Far from its effect on the economy, water shortages have impacted the lives
of millions of individuals, and many more are struggling to make a living.
And the rest
Given agriculture is the principal source of income for around 60 percent of the country’s
population and accounts for 15 percent of GDP, the impact of the water crisis in India is
understandably severe.
All this isn’t to say, however, that the crisis is a distinctly Indian phenomenon: throughout Asia –
particularly the southern portion – climate change together with population growth and
industrialization is compromising the ability of entire nations to meet demand.
It’s not just a climate change issue, We simply cannot ignore that economic and population
growth in society can have a very strong influence on our demand for resources.
A recent Greenpeace report found coal power plants around the world consume enough water to
sustain a billion people. What’s more, 44 percent of those plants are located in areas suffering
from high water stress, with a quarter in red-list areas such as China, Inner Mongolia and, of
course, central India. “Water security”, said the report, “is one of the most tangible and fastest-
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growing social, political and economic challenges faced today.” Without swift and decisive
action to curtail consumption, millions in Asia and beyond could feel the effects.
Though home to more than half of the world’s population, Asia has less freshwater than any
other continent on Earth, barring Antarctica. To make matters worse, an Asia Society Leadership
Group report showed two-thirds of global population growth is set to occur in Asia, with the
urban population in particular on course to increase a staggering 60 percent in the 10 years to
2025.
“As population growth and urbanization rates in Asia rise rapidly, stress on the region’s water
resources is intensifying”, said the report. “Experts agree that reduced access to freshwater will
lead to a cascading set of consequences, including impaired food production, the loss of
livelihood security, large-scale migration within and across borders, and increased economic and
geopolitical tensions and instabilities. Over time, these effects will have a profound impact on
security throughout the region.” Asia, it seems, is teetering on the brink of a crisis – or is already
partway into one.
While it may be true that India has so far shown itself to be the worst hit by the unfolding crisis,
nations across south Asia share many of the same issues. Shared waters, trans-boundary flows
and the control of flows from one state to another are issues that compromise the ability of each
country to properly manage and distribute what limited resources they have. Each is
understandably concerned about the extent to which population growth, industrialization and
urbanization could handicap its economy, and in this new water-scarce era, relations are strained.
Rivers that straddle international borders are a particular bone of contention, and nowhere is this
better encapsulated than in the case of India and Bangladesh. The Farakka dam, the Tipaimukh
dam and the diversion of the Ganges, for example, have turned the relationship between the two
sour. Should India, Bangladesh and others choose not to cooperate on the issue of water scarcity
– which ultimately affects the whole of the region – proposed mitigation strategies will likely
amount to nothing. The scale of the issue demands they overcome their differences.
Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are of the opinion that, without
measures to mitigate the effects of industrialization and population growth, as many as a billion
people in Asia could be without access to water by 2050. In a report, they wrote: “Water needs
related to socioeconomic changes, which are currently small, are likely to increase considerably
in the future, often overshadowing the effect of climate change on levels of water stress.” The
effects will be similar to what we are seeing today, only “more intense, more frequent” and with
“more severe effects”.
Water management
The reasons for water shortages vary across the region: in China, for example, they are
attributable mostly to industrial processes, while in India and Vietnam personal consumption is
the main problem. As wide-ranging as these challenges are, the underlying cause is not adverse
conditions.
Shortages in New Delhi, for example, are arguably due more to poor management than either
population growth or increased industrial activity. More than half of the city’s running water
leaks are born of neglected pipelines. In towns and cities across the country, this poor
management is to blame for completely avoidable crises.
Too often, observers are quick to write off India’s water crisis as a result of factors outside the
country’s control, whereas in reality poor governance and planning are as much – if not more –
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to blame. The government’s insistence on subsidies for sugar cane producers in particular has
drawn criticism from all angles; such support mechanisms for resource-intensive processes, say
critics, are exacerbating the crisis.
Maharashtra, in west-central India, is home to 35 percent of the country’s dams, yet only 18
percent of the land is irrigated, as opposed to the 47 percent national average. A more targeted
investment strategy would yield more even results and quash mounting concerns that India’s
government is catering only to a vocal minority.
Whenever a drought or flood dissipates, so too does the will to change
A free, or otherwise highly subsidized, water supply has done a great deal to perpetuate toxic
water policies, and this unsustainable approach to maintaining what is essentially a renewable
resource has succeeded in handicapping much of the continent. If India and neighboring south
Asian nations are to address the issue at its root, they must dedicate at least a shade more time
and money to making certain the resource is utilized more effectively.
Strong water institutions are a prerequisite for growth, and so too is the political will and
necessary funding to make them so. Provided governments do their bit, there must also be an
acceptance from the public that tariffs and taxes are a necessity. Leaky pipes and contaminated
local sources are one thing, but improvements to agricultural and industrial processes are a must.
Agricultural productivity gains, the restoration of watercourses and drought-resistant crops could
reduce the need for water, while cooling technologies for power generation and a focus on
improved water storage could do the same.
The question, rather than “Is there enough water?” should be “Is there a way of utilizing what
water we have more efficiently?”, to which the answer is most certainly “Yes”.
A solvable problem
Tackling south Asia’s water crisis has been made all the more complicated for governments by
the issue’s seasonal nature, which makes it all too easy for policymakers to palm off
responsibility in times of prosperity. Simply put, whenever a drought or flood dissipates, so too
does the will to change. Fortunately or not, the escalating scale of the crisis means water’s
political value is ever greater, and any administration not engaging with the issue, at least on a
superficial level, risks sparking discontent.
The issue of groundwater preservation is perhaps the most complicated of all; unlike surface
water, the loss of it is not at all visible to the human eye. If public pressure turns out not to be
enough to improve water governance, the realization that water will in all likelihood become the
most contested resource in Asia surely will be. Studies emphasize the seriousness of south Asia’s
water crisis and give good reason to be concerned, though the fact that it could be largely solved
through effective governance and improved management is encouraging.
The point that water shortages are not just a result of climate change and environmental stress is
an important one, and should give policymakers reason to feel the situation is within their power
to control. The question for now is whether the powers-that-be are willing to concede short-term
gains in exchange for long-term water security. As far as the population is concerned, for as long
as the issue of water scarcity remains, they must be willing to reconsider the ways in which they
use what precious water there is.
Impressive as schemes such as the India water-linking programme are, the answer lies not in
expensive projects, but in changing attitudes to water use. If Asia is to avoid a future in which a
billion people will face severe water shortages, it may need to scrap its current growth model
altogether and make way for a more water-efficient – albeit less growth-orientated – one.
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Water Resource Mismanagement:
https://muse.union.edu/leaf/2014/08/29/water-resource-mismanagement-and-innovation-in-india/
August 29 2014
Country is riddled with water resource mismanagement, contamination, and sanitation problems
as a result of aging infrastructure and poor regulatory and enforcement practices.
Country is at a significant risk of maintaining sustainable fresh water due to the direct correlation
of urban sprawl, population growth, and an intense strain of water resources for agriculture that
results in inconsistent distribution, even as the country’s economy grows exponentially.
Ninety-six million Indians do not have access to clean water, seven hundred and eighty thousand
people (two-thirds of the population) do not have access to adequate sanitation, and over one
hundred and eighty-six thousand children under the age of five die each year from diarrhea due
to unsafe water as a result of sewage contamination. Additionally, the country currently uses
around 830 billion cubic yards of water every year; this demand will double by year 2050 and
will thus exceed the 1.4 trillion cubic yards the country has available.
Water borne diseases play an extremely significant role in the nutrition epidemic that affects
children the hardest. Globally, 2.1 million children under the age of five die per year as a result
water borne illnesses that result from tainted water and clogged sewer lines which are a breeding
ground for malaria and dengue fever. A result of this water contamination is that another
sobering statistic is that 42% of all Indian children are undernourished because this tainted water
does not allow the body to fully absorb what little food these children have access to; further
exacerbating this issue.
Other than its saddening physical effects to Indian children, these diseases keep children from
school, thus putting them behind academically to what usually are unreturnable consequences.
India’s rural population, which makes up 68% its citizens, is at an exceptional risk as well. 45%
of the Indian population is not connected to the public sewages system and even when they are
provided and in service, most citizens prefer the traditional method of defecating in the fields.
This is a significant cause of the problem of clean drinking water as water borne diseases caused
from fecal coli forms such as stomach ailments like dysentery that result in 1,600 deaths per day.
The 246 mile long Yamuna River hold mystical significance for Indian Hindu’s everywhere as
having come down from the heavens… to the modern observer this would be the last assumption
one would make. The Yamuna, which serves as the primary drinking source for the teeming city
of New Delhi, provides 229 million gallons from the pristine Himalayas. The New Delhi Jal
Board is the city’s water municipal utility and is responsible for the water extracted from this life
force and manages its 5,600 mile network of public pipeline. Only sixty to seventy-five percent
of the water that initially comes from the river reaches customers while the rest leaks out through
leaky infrastructure. Twenty –five percent of homes in the city have no access to the water
distribution network and that another twenty-seven percent of the population got water less than
only three hours a day.
By the time the Yamuna snakes its way through the city and its overburdened population, more
than 950 million gallons of sewage have been dumped into this “holy” resource, now ordained
with floating raw sewage and methane gas bubbling to the surface. This obvious filth does not
deter local citizens to fish, bath, and drink this polluted water. One government study found that
the levels of fecal coliforms, caused by raw sewage being introduced to the river untreated, was
100,000 times the safe limit for bathing. This is directly related to the fact that nearly two million
households have no sanitary toilets.
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New Delhi has a population of 17 million that requires 1.025 billion gallons of water a day
according to government statistics. Additionally, the government runs six water treatment plants
that treat 818 million gallons of water each day, which puts the city at a loss of 207 million
gallons it otherwise needs to meet the most basic demands of its population. To focus on a
specific water treatment plant that serves the NagloiJat area in southwestern New Delhi,
populated by 2.5 million people. The plant provides 40 million gallons but 1.5 million of the
population gets less than fifty gallons a day.
Political influence plays a significant role in the country’s infrastructure regarding water resource
management and distribution. Other than holding political office in the capital city of New Delhi
(14 out of the 70 lawmakers in the state assembly come from the elite Jat community from the
NagloiJat area), politicians also serve as contractors laying water pipes connecting homes to the
central water supply. This household service costs between 50 and 500 rupees ($.079 and $7.90
respectively) for citizens for the pockets of these state officials.
Regardless of this corruption, the water supply for the citizens of New Delhi is unreliable at bet.
Community members share supplies trucked in by private water tankers and fills underground
tanks with a volume of 4000 liters. These private supplies cost between 1,500 rupees ($23.71) in
winter and 3,000 rupees ($47.41) in summer. A government report conducted by the Delhi Jal
Board runs 250 of these tankers supplied by an 818 million gallon supply that is metered,
however as it turns out, sixty-three percent of the treated water is lost to leaks and theft; resulting
in annual losses of about $330 million. Between 2009 and 2012, losses topped a city expenditure
of 4,000 rupee or roughly $1 billion.
1. Solution :
The fundamental need is item/element (devices, outlets, inlets, Channels, conductors, carriers,
containers, storage etc. for electricity, water) wise utilization of the energy / resource (electricity,
water etc.) in order to find, manage and monitor the utilization of the resource electricity/water.
The key reason and fact behind this problem is that the resources, devices, outlets, inlets,
Channels, conductors, carriers, containers, storage etc are not digitally coded with involving
basic Attributes Name, Value, Type, location (Address like memory address) like IP (Internet
Protocol) Address X.X.X.X. These attributes are compulsorily needed to identify and reach any
entity. They have only binary status on or off 1 or 0. Likewise electric sources electric
Generators, Transformers, Distribution Panels (DP), Solar Panels, Electric devices, Sockets,
Holders, plugs, switches, pins, etc. in terms of electricity are not digitally coded and accessed
like Internet Protocol in digital coded form. Water resources like Water Tanks, Dams, Cannels,
Rivers etc and water devices Taps, pipe lines, Gutters, Drainages, kitchen taps, Bathroom Taps,
Top showers, Hand Showers, Toilet Taps Etc in terms of Water are not digitally coded and
accessed like IP. Negligence, carelessness, Leakage, wastage and theft of energy (electricity /
Water) from related sources and items/elements is also the major factor in this concern which
common scenario in Govt. as well as private offices, homes, shops.
There are Smart switches and Sockets with inbuilt WiFi adapter and Connectivity to Mobile App
comes like Sonoff PowWiFi Switch with Power Consumption Measurement. But this have
strong limitations that they can find only the electricity consumed through that particular switch.
It identifies the switch but not device. If the device attached to the same switch is changed , then
the switch is unable to identify the change of device, it only identifies only the electricity
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consumed through that particular switch. In terms of finding the resource consumption, the smart
switches are like our electronic water and electricity meters, which are simply measure the
electricity and water passed through it.

The smart switch itself unable to find the power consumed by itself. It is able to find the energy
consumption by particular device only if that device is dedicatedly attached to it for that period.
Therefore such smart switch cannot be used to find out the device wise consumption of electric
energy and device wise bill in a particular house. It also requires such smart switch per device to
which the device is to be attached dedicatedly. We may choose Smart switch Channel to connect
multiple devices. This will increase the initial investment cost to very high looking into the
prices of Smart Switches/ Channels in thousands just in order to find the device wise
consumption and device wise electric bill. There is no reason arise to pay such heavy expenses
by consumers just in order to find the device wise consumption and device wise electric bill ,
where getting the device wise bill is the fundamental right of the consumers and in the interest of
Governance.
Just smart switches and channels are not sufficient. But along with switches, like the smart
switches, the electric devices must become smart with inbuilt facility on power supply circuit to
find its own electric power consumption through its power supply with inbuilt Wi-Fi facility, by
which the consumption of the electricity will be measured by the device itself and provided to
central data centre ( May be to Central Meter ) through Wi-Fi.
The network system and Switches, devices, outlets, inlets, channels, conductors, carriers,
containers, storage etc must be enough smart plug and play so that once they added , they are
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automatically connected, linked and digitally coded by the central network system like Wi-Fi,
and their details must be updated to the concerned central database system in real time.
6. Base Line Study:
Studied large number of articles and information related to find the device wise
consumption of electricity / water, energy / resource, and IoT resources for that. Studied IoT
Smart Switches and IoT solutions.The concept given in article “Find Out Which Appliance Is
Sucking All Your Power” by David Talbot Dated July 13, 2016 matches to the concept partly
but unable to give the practical Governance solution.
7. Team(s) :
Proposed Team State / Central Level :
HOG Computing : 1
HOG Electric / Water : 1
Application Developers : 25
Application Support : 10
IoT Specialists: 10
Network Specialists : 10
Electrical / Water Technology Specialists : 10
Proposed Team District Level
- Implementing Agency Nodal electric/ water supply department, Local Agency like
Municipal corporation, Municipal council, Improvement trust, Railway (in case of
railway stations) , Improvement Trust etc. , for implementation at the end user
level.
- Technical support : DIO, NIC and team
Present working Team:
- Nitin V. Choudhari , Scientist D and DIO, NIC, Akola
- Anil S Chinchole, Scientist C and ADIO,NIC, Akola
- Yogendra Singh Thakur, Scientist C, NIC, MPSU, Madhya Pradesh
- K Suryakrishnamurty, Dy. Collector, Mumbai
- Dr. Ashish B. Sasankar, Principal, New Arts, Commerce and Science
College, Wardha.
- Saurabh S Gawande, IT Professional ,Volvo, Sweedan, working on Volvo
Driverless car project.
- Prashant Gawande, Facility Management Engineer, working at NIC , Akola
from Trimax
- Nikhil Wankhede , Facility Management Engineer, working at NIC , Akola
from Trimax
- Prasad Ranade, Help Desk Support, Collector Office, Akola
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8. Implementation Model:
End to End Agile Methodology
This process integrates the complete IT value chain Plan, Build, Deliver, and Runfrom Vision,
Mission, Goal, Objective & measures of an Enterprise and integrates till operation and
support.The holistic view of this process is as depicted below.

Governance, Reengineering, Security, Risk, Compliance, Finance, Resource
Technical Strategy: Technology, Process Reengineering, Storage (DBMS), Network, Security,
Development, Implementation, Operation, Support.
8.1 Governance: Technical Rollout
- IoT simply means connecting things to the internet. The particular IoT device contains the
circuits for its function related to its purpose and the Wi-Fi adapter. The data of the
measurement of the circuit in the IoT device is provided to the Wi-Fi adapted on the IoT
device through which the data is provided to the central database through the nearby Wi-Fi
device. In recent years the automation scenario is changing globally with various emerging
technologies such as IoT, Wi-Fi 6, 5G, Artificial Intelligence, and Machine Learning, etc.
According to the new implementation demands, various technologies are emerging Fog
computing, Edge Computing, and Software-Defined Infrastructure(SDI), etc [17]
- The emerging technologies like IoT, Wi-Fi 6, 5G gives large scope for boundary level
computing and generates a very huge amount of data at the data source level produced by the
end-users. These technologies require agile real-time processing and analysis of the data at the
source level for improved service delivery, increased throughput, and increased efficiency.
- Edge computing and Fog computing are the distributed architectures that work together, for
reduced latency and speedy real-time processing where the data is actually generated by the
end-user. This also helps to provide improved services at the remote level as the data is
created and processed at or near to the same end. Edge computing is a distributed architecture
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that reduces latency by housing applications, data, and compute resources at locations
geographically closer to end-users [18] [19] Fog computing is basically the networking
architecture with a decentralized computing process where computing resources are data
sources and the cloud or any other data centre. [20] Fog computing enables uniformity when
applying edge computing across diverse industrial niches or activities. [21]
- Blockchain is the online ledger containing information about transactions. Each block refers
to the previous block and together make the Blockchain.[22]
- Software-Defined Infrastructure (SDI) simply means the software-controlled infrastructure in
which the entire computing infrastructure is automated and controlled by the software without
any operator or human interaction. SDI [23] The working of SDI is independent of hardware
and it is extensible programmatically. Therefore it provides unlimited growth potential for
heterogeneous environments. SDI is the integration of Software Defined Compute (SDC),
software-defined networking (SDN), and software-defined storage (SDS) to from a softwaredefined data centre (SDDC), where the total computing, networking, storage, and data centre
is completely controlled by the software. In the software-defined data centre, the
infrastructure elements such as the storage, network, processing, and security are virtualized
and delivered as a service.[24]
8.2

Significant challenges and the methodology to overcome
Key decisions and the reasons for them being made as they were.

The following key decisions are made in the interest of e-Governance to proper management of
fundamental resources electricity, water involving utility computing with optimization of
resources for improved service delivery, increased efficiency, increased throughput, remote
monitoring and management, disaster recovery etc.
- The Generation and service delivery of Device wise bill of consumption of the resource
Electricity of water can be accepted and implemented by local/State/Central Govt. only.
The Govt. / Private agencies may give technical solutions only. The attempt will be
made to convince Govt. to accept and implement the policy for The Generation and
service delivery of Device wise bill of consumption of the resource Electricity of water
by demonstrating the technical implementation for some prototype area.
-

Technical Implementation with secured processing: Implementation of emerging
Technologies, Application Development, Infrastructure management & maintenance,
hardware software maintenance and up gradation, managing the Database with high
amount of Data to protect the data and privacy etc is the major challenge.
The technical implementation is to be done by using the emerging technologies like IoT
(Internet of Things), BIoT (Building Internet of Things), IoET (Internet of Every Thing),
AI, Data Analytics, Block chain , Virtualization etc. and Managing the database like the
lockers in the Bank. Means there should be multilevel authentication, with the request
come online for a particular required data to the database in private offline mode and only
the data from the concerned table of the database will be retrieved to serve the request.
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It will be suitable use the cloud technology (on demand internet based services), fusion
technology with multilevel authentication (biometric, unique id like sewarth id, OTP, esign, QR code etc.), secured web application database.
-

Secured Application development : It will be suitable to follow the Govt. guidelines
like Gudapps (Guidelines for development of e-Governance Applications), GIGW
(Guidelines for development of Indian Govt. website), Guidelines for on Building
Scalable web Applications by NIC, Framework for Adoption of Open Source
Software in e-Governance, Cyber Security Guidelines, Top Best Practices for a Safe &
Secure Cyber Environment Dated 11/04/2018 link meity.gov.in/cisos-top-bestpractices-guidelines etc., for web application development.

-

It may be suitable to adopt the enterprise architecture like TOGAF, IT4IT etc. for
governing information technology architecture.
TOGAF typically modeled at levels: Business, Application, Data, and Technology that
relies heavily on modularization, standardization, and already existing, proven
technologies and products.
IT4IT is a vendor-neutral Reference Architecture for managing the business of IT,
consisting of a formal IT operating model, based on the value chain concept that
revolutionized manufacturing, known as the IT Value Chain. The IT Value Chain
comprises of four major IT Value Streams, which align to what IT traditionally calls
“Plan, Build, Deliver, and Run”. The standard is also made up of a three-level functional
Reference Architecture, and a set of supporting activities.
It will be suitable to implement the relevant pillars of the digital India, by Govt. of
India, as below
- Broadband Highways.
- Universal Access to Mobile.
- Public Internet Access Program.
- E-Governance – Reforming government through technology.
- E-Kranti Electronic delivery of Services.
- Information for all.
- Electronics manufacturing Target NET Zero imports.
- IT for Jobs.
- Early Harvest Programs
(detail information available at link http://digitalindia.gov.in/content/programme-pillars)

-

-

Networking / Accessibility. Digital Divide: We are hardly getting mobile connectivity
after few kms from most of the railway stations, as the no of mobile connections are
increased but the signal strength is decreased. Establishing the specialized network with
adequate connectivity is the key challenge.
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Lack of electricity to charge devices, poor network quality and affordability of Internet
service packs are the reasons for such behavior and unless this trend is reversed, usage
purposes will remain skewed and off take of digital payments will remain restricted, the
report said. “Connectivity, and more importantly quality, of connectivity is a question
mark in rural areas
In order to overcome the problem Networking / Accessibility, Digital Divide, the network
connectivity, accessibility need to be enhanced equally up to the rural areas so that no one
should be left behind.
-

Sustainability: Maintaining the technical implementation with emerging technologies on
mass level and incorporating the required changes as per timely need and requirements is
the key challenge.
In the interest of sustainability, it will be suitable to implement the relevant United
Nations
Sustainable
Development
Goals
(SDGs)
[web
site
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/ ] Goal no. 9 (Build resilient infrastructure,
promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization. ) and Goal no. 17 (Strengthen the
means of implementation and revitalize the Global Partnership).United nations also
helping Govt. and stakeholders make the SDGs reality. In e-Government India is at Rank
96 in United Nations e-Governance survey 2018.

-

It will be suitable that as per System Development Life Cycle (SDLC)/ Application
Development life Cycle, for timely necessary updating the system in order to cope up
with the periodically changing environment, it appears that it will be suitable to have a
suitable steering committee containing the technical and administrative team to monitor
the feasibility and performance of the system including hardware, software, usage,
security, access, data validity and accuracy) etc.
Capacity Building: Capacity building of stake holder departments and agencies and user
citizens. For the capacity building of the of stake holder departments and agencies and
user citizens a regular specialized drives need to be taken to handling the technical
implementation

-

Application Development: Front End (Monitoring and Management) level, Middle level
and back end level application development.

-

Business process reengineering. Instead common way of converting manual process to
digital process, the applying the required business process reengineering is the key
challenge.
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It will be suitable to reengineer traditional business process of management of
resources Electricity, Water etc, rules and regulations as per the need and requirement of
new real time e-Governed system. There should not be any manual intervention and
authentic updating is to be applied in real time as soon as operation is performed.
8.3

Technical Strategy:
1) IoT : Specifically for controlling and sensing the data from the items/devices using IoT
sensors and provide the data to the centralized data centre.
Hardware requirements for developing an IoT (Internet of Things) based product
Power source and power management- Every IoT device needs to be supplied some
sort of power in order for it to operate. This can include battery, energy harvesters, or
line. You need to understand the customer usage habits and product intent of your IoT
device. You also need to consider power management for your ICs, wireless technology.
and management for your sensors/actuators. You can save power by only transmitting
data at certain intervals while the rest of the time it is in ”sleep" or low
power mode. Also consider what type of power your device will have access to? Will
your IoT device be stationary and have access to the line? Or does your device need to be
portable and need to have on board energy storage. Also consider remote applications
that might need to use energy harvesters such as solar cells. You also need to consider
fault protection because IoT devices commonly are under varying environmental
conditions.
Sensors/actuators-Most IoT devices either gather information of the physical world
through sensors or manipulate the physical world through actuators. They can be as
simple as flex sensors to as complicated as MEMS airflow sensors. Once you have a
sensor(s) that you will use you need to interface it with your MCU this will require
amplifiers or analog to digital converters.
Processor and memory storage-The Processor is the heart where you process data and
run your software. Depending on your node application you might have to run your RF
stack and algorithms. Memory is also necessary to store local data such as, session data,
user settings etc. You can also look into SoC or system on chips which integrate much
functionality such as power management, memory, wireless transceiver and processor.
Wireless communication- You have a lot of choices when it comes to wireless
communication. There are modules that integrate your RF communication which include
rf shield, amplifier, oscillators and antennas. On your board you have to determine what
type of wireless transceiver you will use. These transceivers will send and receive data
wirelessly. Determine what range your IoT device needs to communicate over as well as
data rates. For example, will the user be controlling the device through their cell phone or
will you have nodes part of a larger meshed network. Again determine the use case
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because different communication protocols require more power, cost, and board space
. Some examples include wifi, blueooth and zigbee protocols
UI/UX- A lot of IoT devices can be controlled by your smart phone or web app.
However, it might be necessary to have user interfaces on the product. So for example for
nest the device needs to have a screen to display and control the settings. You might need
to consider physical knobs or buttons as well.
But We can characterize hardware requirements for developing an IoT Product in terms
of these high-level capabilities
- Data acquisition and control - Sensors, Output devices include LEDs, speakers,
screens, actuators like motors, solenoids, pneumatic linear actuators, Wireless sensor
network
- Data processing and storage - IoT devices, gateway device (like a router), IoT
application, memory, processor, flash memory
- Connectivity - Network connectivity, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, RFID, cellular networks, or
Low Power wide area network (LPWAN) technologies like LoRa, SigFox or NB-IoT,
Ethernet, Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART), Controller Area
Network (CAN) protocol
- Power management - wearable IoT devices, non-wired power sources like solar, GPIO
pins on the Raspberry Pi supply 3.3V or 5V
2) Digital unique Addressing for Digital Address like IP and location : In order to identify
and access every device / item uniquely with addressing parameters of Name , Value, Type,
location etc. Design and Develop the digital coding system for the Electric and Water
resource, devices, outlets, inlets, Channels, conductors, carriers, containers, storage etc like
IP Address. The digital coding system like IPV6 will be more suitable in this case than the
IPV4. The suggested structure for digital coding will be like
- Nation. State.District.Taluka.Gram-Panchayat.Village
-Municiple Corporation/Municiple-Council.ward.Apartment/Campus.residence (Flat/Home)
Room.switch.device,
Digital UID location address based on longitude and latitude by using GPS technologies.
3) Network: Leverage Govt. specialized secured network for access control , and data flow. The
network system for controlling, data collection, data encryption, Monitoring and management
should be the specific closed private intra network system and should not be connected to
internet in order to protect from theft and hacking. The technology like block chain may be used
by unique identification of transaction and protection.
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4)Multilevel Authentication with unique identification like Aadhar Enabled Biometric
Authentication (AEBAS), Sewarth id, Digital Signature Certificates authentication, e-Sign
authentication , etc. : for secured role based processing
5) Database Management System (DBMS) : Secured data base management system like bank
lockers, in which the only the specific tables concerning to activity are accessed for storage
/retrieval of data.
Preparing master Database Structures for areas nation, state, district, Taluka, Gram Panchayat,
Villages, Municipal Corporation, Municipal Council, ward, Apartment/ Campus, residence, Flat /
home, room
Preparing Master Database structure for resource, devices, outlets, inlets, Channels, conductors,
carriers, containers, storage etc for electricity, water.
Preparing database structures for electric sources electric Generators, Transformers, DP’s ,
Electric devices, Sockets, Holders, plugs, switches, pins, etc.
Preparing database structures for water resources like Water Tanks, Dams, Cannels, Rivers etc
and water devices Taps, pipe lines, Gutters, Drainages, kitchen taps, Bathroom Taps, Top
showers, Hand Showers, Toilet Taps etc.
Database Management System like CrateDB ,MongoDB, RethinkDB,Riak time series (TS)
database,SQLite, Apache Cassandra, InfluxDB etc. [6]
The term ‘Internet of Things’ is used to refer to: (i) the global network of smart objects
interconnected by means of Internet technologies, (ii) the set of supporting technologies
necessary to realise this, i.e., RFIDs, sensors, inter-machine communicating devices, and (iii) the
ensemble of applications and services leveraging such technologies to open new business and
marketing opportunities.
There are many factors which have to be kept in mind while choosing a database for IoT
applications. The most important of these are scalability, ability to handle huge amounts of data
at adequate speeds, flexible schema, portability with varied analytical tools, security and costs.
An IoT database should have the capability of being fault-tolerant and highly available. If any
node in the database cluster goes down, it should still be capable of accepting read and write
requests. Distributed databases make multiple copies or replicas of data, and write the data over
multiple servers. If any server storing the data fails, then other servers take over the task of
storing and respond to the query till the failed server is up. IoT databases should be highly
available, as the IoT database handling systems can face highly voluminous writes and stores. If
any database server is down or the data write is too high for a distributed database in real-time,
data can be stored in the messaging system until the database processes the backlog of data or
any additional servers which are added to the main database cluster.
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6) Design and Develop the record keeping and auditing system for electric and water
resources present in a particular home, building, campus, area, etc. like same for land
7) Application Development : Multilayer Development with front end , backend, middle level
application development complying the Govt. norms of GIGW ( Guidelines for Indian Govt.
Websites ), Gudapps ( Guidelines for Development of Applications ,
Guidelines for on Building Scalable web Applications by NIC, Framework for Adoption of Open
Source Software in e-Governance, Cyber Security Guidelines, Top Best Practices for a Safe &
Secure Cyber Environment Dated 11/04/2018 link meity.gov.in/cisos-top-best-practicesguidelines etc., for web application development.
-

Open Source Application DevelopmentLanguageJava, C, JavaScript Java script
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), Python, PHP etc. [5]
The Internet of Things (IoT) basically involves the collection and management of a large
amount of data from a vast network of devices and sensors. The data that has been
retrieved is processed and then shared with the other units or devices on the network, so
that real-time decisions can be made. An example of such networks is cars monitoring
themselves — having the capabilities to ‘know’ what to do in particular instances.
Another such example is security alarm systems that are installed in houses. These
systems can judge which situations are safe and when the alarm needs to be set off to
warn the inmates of the house.
IoT, therefore, needs a program to help it easily connect with different devices, and
maintain this connectivity in the ecosystem. The IoT architectural environment is divided
into four major sections:
•

The sensors that create the data

•

The hubs or local gateways that organise it

•

The geographical locations

•

Centralized servers that collect the data

A basic sensor generally uses C as the programming language, as the latter can work
directly with the RAM. For the rest, developers should pick and choose the language that
best suits them and the build. As the hubs are like small consoles or smartphones, they
will use a standard OS. So communication via a command line will feel the same as what
developers have grown accustomed to.
8) Data Analytics: For analysis of high amount of data generated from devices / items like
inlets, outlets, channels etc.
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9) Artificial Intelligence: For Automatic Decision making, alerts and controlling.
10) GI Cloud on National Data Centre / State Data Centre: for secured Centralized Data
Storage and Processing.
11) Unicode localization: for effective communication to users of all levels from urban to rural
12) Electronic Devices: Mobile devices, Desktop & Laptop Computers, Network Devices for
data access, collection and processing.
13 )Standardization norms to ensure Qualify of effective Governance: Implementation of
Goal no 9 and 17 of Sustainable Development Goals(SDG) of United nations ,Implementation
of 9 pillars of digital India., Sustainability: Maintaining the technical implementation with
emerging technologies on mass level and incorporating the required changes as per timely need
and requirements is the key challenge.
14) It is decided to implement the relevant United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) [web site https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/ ] Goal no. 9 (Build resilient
infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization. ) and Goal no. 17 (Strengthen
the means of implementation and revitalize the Global Partnership).United nations also helping
Govt. and stakeholders make the SDGs reality. In e-Government India is at Rank 96 in United
Nations e-Governance survey 2018.
15) Capacity Building: Capacity building of stake holder departments and agencies and user
citizens. For the capacity building of the of stake holder departments and agencies and user
citizens a regular specialized drives need to be taken to handling the technical implementation
16) Business process reengineering to the traditional approach of monitoring, management and
delivery of services in the interest of effective e-Governance. It will be suitable to reengineer
traditional business process of management of resources Electricity, Water etc, rules and
regulations as per the need and requirement of new real time e-Governed system. There should
not be any manual intervention and authentic updating is to be applied in real time as soon as
operation is performed.

8.4

Methodology:
- Feasibility Study: Technical, Social and economic feasibility Study.
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-

Initial Investigation
Detailed Study
Registration of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) on the name of NIC.

-

Protecting privacy and data security with
• OFFLINE database
• Records of consumers will be visible to consumers and administration only.
• The personnel records of consumers should not be accessible to any third party private
company /firm, outsourced staff. NGO which may be the prime cause of leakage of data ,
breach of privacy.
• The database and application should be accessible by biometric authentication only to
admin and with e-Sign , DS C , AADHART OTP etc to individual consumers.
• The specialized network , reachability, accessibility should be equal at all levels from
village, block , taluka up to district and state level.
• The implementation itself may be started from remote level to taluka up to district level.
• We have to use electronics for optimum use for effective governance (administration,
services.) but the personnel records, information and data of consumers should not be
publicized.

-

Design and Develop the record keeping and auditing system for electric and water
resources present in a particular home, building, campus, area, etc. like same for
land
Design and Develop the digital coding system for the Electric and Water resource,
devices, outlets, inlets, Channels, conductors, carriers, containers, storage etc like IP
Address. The digital coding system like IPV6 will be more suitable in this case than the
IPV4. The suggested structure for digital coding will be like
• Nation. State.District.Taluka.Gram-Panchayat.Village
• Municiple
Corporation/Municiple-Council.ward.Apartment/Campus.residence
(Flat/Home) Room.switch.device,
The network system for controlling, data collection, data encryption, Monitoring
and management should be the specific closed private intra network system and
should not be connected to internet in order to protect from theft and hacking. The
technology like block chain may be used by unique identification of transaction and
protection.
Connectivity is the big issue at the remote level as on today itself, even difficult to get
connectivity at few kms from several railway stations.
Preparation of Database Structures for master databases
Do not avail large number of resources than needed. Unnecessary availing large
number of resources than needed affects adversely on throughput, service delivery and
cost effectiveness as well results in wastage and decay of resources as well as many times
failure of projects and produce big loss instead of success.
Design and Develop / outsource the IoT sensors Arduino / DIY sensors
Implementation of AI, Data Analytics

-

-

-

-
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-

Application Development: Front End (Monitoring and Management) level, Middle level
and back end level application development.

-

Capacity building and awareness programs for remote level staff and citizens should be arranged
simultaneously with implementation.

8.5 Implementation Plan
1. Use IoT device to find the consumption of variety of electric, water devices for a
particular area and record the results through mobile application and through local
network.
2. Use the data of device wise consumption by the electric, water devices to find out the
sample device wise bills for a particular area applying the general rules for calculations of
the electric, water bills.
3. Develop the system based on the technical methodology and submit it to the Govt. for
acceptance and implementation at large scale.

8.6 Implementation
8.6.1 NIC, Akola Availed SonoffPow R2IoT Smart Switch Device. Instead of making
electrical input/output connection to Smart Switch every time for finding consumption, remote
monitoring and remote managing variety of electrical devices , we have locally made input plug
connection and output multiple socket connections in order to use the Smart Switch easily for
finding consumption of variety of electrical devices.
The details of SonoffPow R2IoT Smart Switch Device are as below.
Sonoff POW R2 16A WiFi Switch Real Time Power Consumption Monitor Measurement
(White, 3500 W) for more details refer Annexure-B
https://www.itead.cc/sonoff-pow-r2.html
SonoffPow R2, Wireless Smart WiFi Switch, Monitor Energy Usage, Historical Consumption,
Overload Protection, Measure Power Usage for a Period, Timing Function, APP Supported
Alexa, Nest, Google Home
Overview
SonoffPow R2 is a 15A WiFi smart light switch that allows you to remotely manage and
control your appliances and monitor your home energy usage. The WiFi light switch works like
a power monitor, which allows you to keep track of 99% accurate real-time current, voltage
and power on your app.
The power switch can protect your appliances from overload. What you need to do is to set
threshold values for the current, voltage and power. It works like a kwh calculator that can
measure electricity consumption for a specified period and a day. The eWeLink app provides
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100 days recorded electricity usage data, which you can export to your phone storage. You can
keep track of how much energy your appliances are consuming and estimate your running
costs.
With the Pow R2 power monitoring switch, you can spend less on your electricity bill. The
timers schedule your appliances automatically power on and off at a defined time. The scene
lets your appliances work together in new ways, like setting the heater aut0-off when the door
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

light is off.
Remote Control –Turn electronic devices on/off from anywhere
Monitor Energy Usage –Keep track of live power, current and voltage of your appliances
on App
Historical Energy Consumption –100-day daily/monthly energy usage data and total
electricity cost
Overload Protection –Set power, current and voltage threshold values to let appliances
auto-off
Measure Power Usage for a Period –Measure your appliances’ power consumption for a
specified time
Sync Status–Real-time device status provided to App
Timing Function –Supports 8 enabled scheduled/countdown timers
Share Control –Invite your family to control your smart home together
Scene–Turn on/off a gang of devices with one tap or triggered on/off by another smart device
Smart Scene–Triggered on/off by temp, hum or other environmental conditions from a
sensor
APP Supported –Free iOS and Android eWeLink app
Compatibility –Works perfectly with Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, IFTTT, Google Nest
Features
Remote turn on/off connected appliance via APP EWeLink
Keep track of live current, voltage and power
Set threshold values to protect your devices from overload
Check power consumption over a specified period
View and export 100 days recorded power usage data
View real-time device status on EWeLink
Supports 8 enabled schedule/countdown timers
Share control your devices with other eWeLink users
Works with Amazon Echo, Echo Dot, Amazon Tap
Works with Google Home, Google Home Mini, Google Nest
Works with IFTTT
Specification for SonoffPow
Voltage range: 100-240V AC
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•
•
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Max current: 15A
Max Power: 3500W
Product Dimensions: 114*52*32mm
Color: White
Wireless Frequency: 802.11 b/g/n
Security Mechanism: WPA-PSK/WPA2-PSK
Enclosure Material: Fire-retardant ABS V0
Operating Temperature: 0ºC-40ºC(32°F-104°F)
Operating Humidity: 5%-90%RH, Non-condensing
Weight:91.0g
FCC(Download)

SonoffPow R2 Smart Switch
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8.6.2 Tested the SonoffPow R2 IoTSmart Switch for finding the consumption of Laptop and
Fan in NIC, Akola office and monitored the results on Mobile App.
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8.7 Use of Sonoff switch for collecting the data in own server or local area network it is
very useful to collecting the data related to development of application . [7]
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Sonoff switch is only working with cloud dependent or not working without internet. This type
of problem is solved by two possible solutions
1. Upgrade firmware's
2. Another is for server software solution.
a. Pairing and initialization of SonoffWifi Wireless smart switch
b. Configuration of SonoffWiFi Wireless Smart Switch on local network without
internet access
c. Controlling of original wifi smart switch on local network without Itead cloud
Pairing and initialization of SonooffWifi Wireless smart switch
1. Pairing of device.
2. Sending simple HTTP get request to http://ip-address/device and Define the gateway if
not define in device by command route change 0.0.0.0. mask [your gateway]
a. As Response in JSON object with following information 'deviceid', apikey etc. in
JSON object.
3. Configure default server for the device. Send http post message to http://ip-address of
server/ap
The payload is following:{
"version": 4,
"ssid": [YOUR NETWORK SSID],
"password": [YOUR NETWORK PASSWORD],
"serverName": [IP OF YOUR SERVER],
"port": [PORT OF YOUR SERVER]
}
Configuration of SonoffWiFi Wireless Smart Switch on local network without internet access
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The server used for this purpose may be HTTPS server. Sonoff official firmware below version
1.5.2 does not know to work with HTTP. It not really validates certificate, you create your own
self-signed and it would be good enough for this device to connect. How we like to say: “S in IOT
is for security…”
When wifi relay will close AP and connect to your network, it will send HTTPS request Web
sockets configuration request to your server. Just answer to it with your websocket server
configuration
{
"error": 0,
"reason": "ok",
"IP": [YOUR WEBSOCKET SERVER IP],
"port": [YOUR WEBSOCKET SERVER PORT]
}
Also here, you need your websocket server to run. WebSocket server should also be “secured” by
bogus certificate. And this would be enough to make device think that it works over real cloud,
when the actual cloud is your local network.
Controlling of original wifi smart switch on local network without Itead cloud
There are 4 possible messages this relay is using for operation.
1. First is “register”.
2. Payload of it
3. :deviceID, apikey
4. and some additional information.
Response would be just ACK, BUT with very secure new API Key (for example 111111111–
1111–1111–1111–111111111111. Device does not really care about it. It will just send it back on
each following request and will expect it back.
{
"error" : 0,
"deviceid" : [ACTUAL DEVICE ID],
"apikey" : "111111111-1111-1111-1111-111111111111"
}
Also here you can determinate the device type. First two digits of device id define its type as
following:
01 — “smart switch relay”
02 — “smart light” (another product of the same company, which behaviors the same, for
example Slamper)
03 — “temperature and humidity sensor”. For example CS. This one has no timers.
Next is “date”. Response would be
{
"error" : 0,
"date" : [DATE IN ISO FORMAT],
"deviceid" : [ACTUAL DEVICE ID],
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"apikey" : "111111111-1111-1111-1111-111111111111"
}
Then “query” for “timers” or any other parameters (sent in params property). Here you can
response with timers to be setup on this device
Another request is “update” — this is when device wants to tell you something (for example its
state [on or off])
So how to manage it?
Simple. To turn it on or off, send
{action: 'update', value: {switch : state?'on':'off'}
overwebsocket
To set or remove timers, response to “query” request or send “update” request with your times
information.
{action: 'update', value: {timers : d.timers}
Format for timer setup is
{
enabled: true,
type : 'once' OR 'repeat',
at : time,
do : {
switch : 'on' OR 'off'
}
}
To setup timer once, you should send type=”once” and at=time in ISO format. To setup repeat
timer, send type=”repeat” and at=time in CRON format (e.g. “* * * * * *”).
That all, we done, now you can use Sonoffwifi relay on your local network without any
dependency on internet or ITLEAD cloud services withoutreflashing it or even opening your
device. Just connect it to the system and use it.
Complete "node.js" source code for connecting and getting the device information .
constos = require('os');
const http = require('http');
const https = require('https');
consturl = require('url');
constfs = require('fs');
varws = require("nodejs-websocket");
var exec = require('child_process').exec;
varwlan = require('./wlan')();
var emitter = require('events').EventEmitter;
var inherits = require('util').inherits;
module.exports = Sonoff;
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Function Sonoff() {
if (!(this instanceofSonoff))
return new Sonoff();
emitter.call(this);
}
inherits (Sonoff, emitter);
Sonoff.prototype.init = function init() {
var self = this;
self._initialized = false;
self._connected = false;
self._knownDevices = [];
self._inithttps(self);
};
Sonoff.prototype.pair = function (force, ssid, pwd) {
var self = this;
varapSSID = "ITEAD-10000";
var find = setInterval(() => {
if (!self._initialized) {
console.log('Waiting for initialization.');
return; //wait for init
}
wlan.Discover().then(nets => {
varapNet = nets.find(n =>n.ssid.startsWith(apSSID));
if (!apNet) {
console.log('ERR | Sonoff is not in pairing mode. Please, Long press until led start blinking
fast.');
} else {
console.log('OK | Sonoff found in pairing mode.');
//apSSID = apNet.ssid;
clearInterval(find);
if (self._nic.ssid != apNet.ssid) {
wlan.Connect(apNet, '12345678').then(() => {
wlan.getNic().then(n => {
varnic = null;
if (n.length>= 1) {
//get only first
nic = n[0];
} else {
console.log('ERR | No WLAN interfaces found. Unable to process.');
return;
}
if (nic.ssid != apNet.ssid) {
console.log('ERR | Unable to connect to the configuration AP.');
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return;
} else {
_initDevice(self, nic, self._nic.ssid, self._nic.key, force);
}
});
});
} else {
console.log('ERR | You should not be connected to Sonoff configuration AP to pair device.');
}
}
});
}, 3000);
};
Sonoff.prototype.powerState = function (device, state) {
var self = this;
return new Promise(function(resolve, reject) {
var d = self._knownDevices.find(d=>d.id === device.id);
if(!d) {
reject('Sonoff device '+device.kind+' not found');
} else {
if(self._connected) {
var h = f => {
if(f.device.id == d.id){
self.removeListener('msg',h);
if(!f.err) resolve(f.device);
else reject(f.err);
}
};
self.on('msg', h);
self.emit('push', {action: 'update', value: {switch : state?'on':'off'}, target: d.id});
}
}
});
};
Sonoff.prototype.setTimer = function(device, time, state){
var self = this;
var d = self._knownDevices.find(d=>d.id === device.id);
if(!d) {
console.log('Sonoff device '+device.kind+' not found');
} else {
if(self._connected) {
d.timers = d.timers || [];
d.timers.push({
enabled : true,
type : time.includes('T')?'once':'repeat',
at : time,
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do : {
switch : state?'on':'off'
}
});
self.emit('push', {action: 'update', value: {timers : d.timers}, target: d.id});
}
}
}
var _initDevice = (self, nic, ssid, pwd, force) => {
exec("route change 0.0.0.0 mask 0.0.0.0 10.10.7.1", function (err, res) {
if (err) {
console.log('ERR | unable to set AP network: ', err);
reject(err);
} else {
console.log('OK | '+res);
http.get('http://10.10.7.1/device', (res) => {
constsc = res.statusCode;
constct = res.headers['content-type'];
if (sc !== 200) {
console.log('Unable to connect to the target device. Code: ' + sc);
res.resume();
return;
}
res.setEncoding('utf8');
var data = '';
res.on('data', (c) => data += c);
res.on('end', () => {
var response = JSON.parse(data);
var device = {
deviceid: response.deviceid,
apikey : response.apikey
};
self._httpPost('http://10.10.7.1/ap', {
"version": 4,
"ssid": self._nic.ssid,
"password": self._nic.key,
"serverName": self._ip,
"port": self._port
}, (re, err) => {
if (err) {
console.log('Unable to configure endpoint ' + err);
} else {
console.log(JSON.stringify(re));
}
});
});
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}).on('error', (e) => {
console.log(`Unable to establish connection to the device: ${e.message}`);
});
}
});
};
Sonoff.prototype._initServer = (self) => {
wlan.getNic().then(n => {
self._nic = n[0];
varifaces = os.networkInterfaces();
for (var i in ifaces) {
for (var k in ifaces[i]) {
var address = ifaces[i][k];
if (address.family === 'IPv4' && !address.internal&& address.mac == self._nic.mac) {
self._ip = address.address;
self._port = 80;
//create server
http.createServer((req, res) => {
res.writeHead(200, {
'Content-Type': 'application/json'
});
res.end();
}).listen(self._port, self._ip, () => {
self._initialized = true;
});
break;
}
}
}
});
};
Sonoff.prototype._initws = (self, ip, port)=>{
var options = {
secure : true,
key: fs.readFileSync('./tools/ipsum-key.pem'),
cert: fs.readFileSync('./tools/ipsum-cert.pem'),
};
var server = ws.createServer(options,function (conn) {
console.log("WS | Server is up %s:%s to
%s:%s",ip,port,conn.socket.remoteAddress,conn.socket.remotePort);
self._connected = true;
self.on('push',a=>{
varrq = {
"apikey" : "111111111-1111-1111-1111-111111111111",
"action" : a.action,
"deviceid" : a.target,
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"params" : a.value
};
var r = JSON.stringify(rq);
console.log('REQ | WS | APP | ' + r);
conn.sendText(r);
});
conn.on("text", function (str) {
var data = JSON.parse(str);
console.log('REQ | WS | DEV | %s', JSON.stringify(data));
res = {
"error" : 0,
"deviceid" : data.deviceid,
"apikey" : "111111111-1111-1111-1111-111111111111"
};
if(data.action) {
switch(data.action){
case 'date':
res.date = new Date().toISOString();
break;
case 'query':
//device wants information
var device = self._knownDevices.find(d=>d.id == data.deviceid);
if(!device) {
console.log('ERR | WS | Unknown device ',data.deviceid);
} else {
/*if(data.params.includes('timers')){
console.log('INFO | WS | Device %s asks for timers',device.id);
if(device.timers){
res.params = [{timers : device.timers}];
}
}*/
res.params = {};
data.params.forEach(p=>{
res.params[p] = device[p];
});
}
break;
case 'update':
//device wants to update its state
var device = self._knownDevices.find(d=>d.id == data.deviceid);
if(!device) {
console.log('ERR | WS | Unknown device ',data.deviceid);
} else {
device.state = data.params.switch;
self._updateKnownDevice(self,device);
}
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break;
case 'register':
var device = {
id : data.deviceid
};
var type = data.deviceid.substr(0, 2);
if(type == '01') device.kind = 'switch';
else if(type == '02') device.kind = 'light';
else if(type == '03') device.kind = 'sensor'; //temperature and humidity. No timers here;
device.version = data.romVersion;
device.model = data.model;
self._updateKnownDevice(self,device);
console.log('INFO | WS | Device %s registered', device.id);
break;
default: console.log('TODO | Unknown action "%s"',data.action); break;
}
} else {
console.log('TODO | WS | Not data action frame');
}
var r = JSON.stringify(res);
console.log('RES | WS | DEV | ' + r);
conn.sendText(r);
var td = self._knownDevices.find(d=>d.id == res.deviceid);
self.emit('msg',{device : td});
});
conn.on("close", function (code, reason) {
console.log("Connection closed");
});
}).listen(port,ip);
};
Sonoff.prototype._inithttps = (self)=>{
wlan.getNic().then(n => {
self._nic = n[0];
varifaces = os.networkInterfaces();
for (var i in ifaces) {
for (var k in ifaces[i]) {
var address = ifaces[i][k];
if (address.family === 'IPv4' && !address.internal&& address.mac == self._nic.mac) {
self._ip = address.address;
self._port = 80;
self._initws(self,self._ip,self._port + 1);
const options = {
key: fs.readFileSync('./tools/ipsum-key.pem'),
cert: fs.readFileSync('./tools/ipsum-cert.pem'),
};
var server = https.createServer(options, (req, res) => {
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console.log('REQ | %s | %s ',req.method, req.url);
var body = [];
req.on('data', function(chunk) {
body.push(chunk);
}).on('end', function() {
body = JSON.parse(Buffer.concat(body).toString('utf-8'));
console.log('REQ | %s',JSON.stringify(body));
res.writeHead(200);
res.end(JSON.stringify({
"error": 0,
"reason": "ok",
"IP": self._ip,
"port": self._port + 1
}));
});
}).listen(self._port,self._ip);
server.on('connection', c=>{
console.log("Connection: %s:%s",c.remoteAddress, c.remotePort);
});
break;
}
}
}
});
};
Sonoff.prototype._httpPost = (target, data, callback) => {
vardta = JSON.stringify(data);
var u = url.parse(target);
var options = {
hostname: u.hostname,
port: u.port || 80,
path: u.path,
method: 'POST',
headers: {
'Content-Type': 'application/json',
'Content-Length': Buffer.byteLength(dta)
}
};
console.log('REQ | Sending %s to %s:%s%s',dta,options.hostname, options.port,
options.path);
varreq = http.request(options, (res) => {
var d = '';
res.on('data', (c) => d += c);
res.on('end', () => {
var response = JSON.parse(d);
callback(response);
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});
}).on('error', (e) => {
console.log(`unable to post request: ${e.message}`);
callback(null, e);
});
req.write(dta);
req.end();
};
Sonoff.prototype._updateKnownDevice = (self, device) => {
var updated = false;
for (var i = 0; i < self._knownDevices.length; i++) {
if (self._knownDevices[i].id == device.id) {
self._knownDevices[i] = device;
updated = true;
self.emit('deviceUpdated',device);
}
}
if (!updated) {
self._knownDevices.push(device);
self.emit('deviceAdded',device);
}
};
9. Impact:
This project gives the unique framework for the e-Governance of the fundamental resources like
electricity, water etc. The implementation this framework provides the following improvement.
- Finding more accurate utilization, demand, need and requirement of the water, electricity
for a particular area, district, state, city, village, ward, municipal corporation, municipal
council.
- More accurate and easy auditing of utilization of water, electricity.
- Remote Controlling , Remote accurate Fault Finding of location, device, and remote
disaster recovery in the area of electric and water resources, devices, outlets, inlets,
Channels, conductors, carriers, containers, storage etc.
- This will be helpful to identify, monitor, manage to reduce the Negligence, carelessness,
wastage, leakages and theft of electricity and water ( for example at Railway Station ) to
the remarkable level.
- Remotely Automatic meter reading with no need to manually visit for meter reading for
the consumption of resource electricity/ water. Removed need of manual distribution of
billing.
- Remote Alerts regarding Billing, wastage, leakage ,misuse ,disasters ,theft etc.
- This way helpful in recovery of bill amounts.
- This way also helpful in saving resource which is similar to earning of resource water,
electricity.
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Environment friendly with proper utilization of resource, reduction in transport , fuels.
Reduction in technical human resource for water , electricity.
Reduction in Manual efforts.
Increased throughput.
Increased efficiency.

10. Risk Analysis:
Governance does not mean e-Governance. We are not going to make the electronics cities, as
electronics makes human away from human. The first big social attack was TV when the family
members instead of looking towards each other started looking and connected to TV and
involved with virtual situation more than our real family situation. When disaster comes then
nothing works like Wi-Fi in disasters like Uttaranchal disaster in 2013 and Jammu Kashmir rain
disaster in 2014.
The excess use of electronics may damage to the human device, home privacy like our dummy
present right of privacy when nearly everything information is already gone public by many
ways like social media, selling, hacking and theft of information etc. There is very high risk in
protecting the data and privacy as the usually it is common scenario now a days that Govt.
agencies are working as monitoring administration only like blind kings sitting on high power
chairs and everything infrastructure and implementation is supplied managed by different
outsourced service level agencies contractors and outsourced staff. Under this situation there is
very high risk of media, selling, hacking and theft of information etc by Govt. of private
elements. There are the background reasons for nearly everything information is already gone
public by many ways like social media, selling, hacking and theft of information etc.
The increased use of the mobile and Wi-Fi devices may create the danger to the human life with
variety of damages to human organs, diseases like cancer due to high radiation.
There may the some of the drawbacks of the technology, but for that we cannot deny the
technology.
- The term digital divide describes a gap in terms of access to and usage of information and
communication technology. But with a global mobile phone penetration of over 95%,it is
becoming a relative inequality between those who have more and less bandwidth[and more
or fewer skills.
- We are hardly getting mobile connectivity after few kms from most of the railway stations,
as the no of mobile connections are increased but the signal strength is decreased. This is the
digital divide.
- Cloud Scenario: Earlier there was an ice age, same way people are intact and living with
each other with many families living in single home like intact ice. But after then the ice
melt to water, same way human intact family system also melt and families living separated.
And then the water evaporated to steam and became cloud , same way human families also
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evaporated to cloud with family members ale living physically in one home but living
separately and everyone is connected every time with outside world but not with family
members. Our relation became more digital than physical.
As per study by Internet and Mobile Association of India (IAMAI) in 2017
- Only 16% of rural users access the Internet for financial transactions, while in urban
areas 44% users access the Internet for this purpose, according to the report.
- Moreover, rural users are not continuously online in real time but switch off the Internet
for long periods.
- Lack of electricity to charge devices, poor network quality and affordability of Internet
service packs are the reasons for such behavior and unless this trend is reversed, usage
purposes will remain skewed and off take of digital payments will remain restricted, the
report said. “Connectivity, and more importantly quality, of connectivity is a question
mark in rural areas
- As of December 2017, India had 481 million Internet users, an increase of 11.34% from a
year earlier.
- Of this, urban India has 295 million Internet users and rural 186 million. While rural
India saw Internet usage grow at 14.11% year-on-year, compared to urban India which
grew at 9.66%, this was mainly due to a low base effect as the total number of Internet
users in rural India is still critically low, the report points out. It expects the Internet user
base in the country to grow to 500 million by June 2018.
- As far as frequency of Internet usage is concerned, 182.9 million urban users access the
Internet every day, as against 98 million users in rural areas. This usage pattern is closely
related to connectivity, quality of service and affordability.
- Among the urban population, online communication is the top activity with 86% of users
accessing the Internet for this purpose, followed by entertainment (85%) and social
networking (70%). In rural India, however, entertainment stood out as the most popular
Internet activity for 58% of the population surveyed, followed by online communication
(56%) and social networking (49%).
11. Future Growth
The mission, vision and the future plans of the innovation / initiative / project / product
As in present situation house hold electric home appliances TV, Fridge, Washing Machine etc. are not
coming with inbuilt IoT device like IoT Smart switch, we are planning to convert the IoT smart switch
with the help of electric expert and then fit that IoT device in many different devices like TV, Washing
Machine, Fridge, Fan etc. Such inbuilt IoT device in electrical appliances will find the electricity
consumed by that appliance and send data to mobile application / web application via Wi-Fi adapter. We
will develop the device integrator mobile App and web application in order to integrate multiple electric
home appliances to find out the electricity consumed by particular home appliance and total electricity
consumed by all home appliance in order to generate the device wise electric bill. As soon as the new
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appliance with inbuilt IoT device is plugged in, the mobile app /web application will detect automatically
through Wi-Fi and registered that device with unique identification and will start to count the electricity
consumed by that electric appliance.

12. Innovative usage of technology
The initiative involves the framework for e-Governance of fundamental resources (Water,
Electricity etc) using 1. Digital record keeping with Digital UID (unique identification)
address like IP and Digital UID location address (based on longitude and latitude) and 2.
Digital accessing with IoT sensors, Actuators by using the emerging cognitive Technologies
like IoT (Internet of Things ), BIoT (Building Internet of Things) , IoET (Internet of Every
Thing), Software Defined Infrastructure(SDI),Wi-Fi 6, 5G, Edge Computing, Fog
Computing, GPS, AI, Data Analytics, Block chain, etc.
- Generation of device wise ( Fridge, Washing Machine, Fans, Lights etc) electric bill similar
like telephone , Mobile Bill etc, by Monitoring and Management of Consumption of Electric
by devices based on sensor and digital unique identification IP address and digital unique
location address technologies . The Similar Technology is use to find the area wise device
wise or total consumption in a particular area in the corporation/District/State. The same
concept may quite impressive in implementation of Smart Cities. It is the fundamental right of
the consumers to get the item wise bills like telephone bills and other items. The SMART
should mean as Sustainable & Scalable, Management, Adaptable, Resource Technique for
equality of fundamental resources to common public in the interest of no one should leave
behind.
- Remote Monitoring and Management of Electric and water supply devices and consumption
in building , homes, offices and areas like Railway Stations , Govt. and Private Offices,
Universities campus, Colleges, Industries, Plants, departments etc.
- Remote Controlling , Fault Finding and disaster recovery in the area of electric and water
resources, devices, outlets, inlets, Channels, conductors, carriers, containers, storage etc.
- Reduction in the wastage, leakages and theft of electricity and water ( for example at Railway
Station ) to the remarkable level.

Secured , scalable Application development
- Guidelines for Development of e-Governance Applications (Gudapps)
- Guidelines for Secure coding Practices
- GIGW
- Safe and Secure Cyber Environment
- Framework for Adoption of Open Source Software in e-Governance

Adoptingenterprise architecture like TOGAF, IT4IT

In the interest of sustainability, it will be suitable to implement the relevant United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [web site
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/ ]

Goal no. 9 (Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialization. ) and
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Goal no. 17 (Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the Global
Partnership).

Policy and Architectures involves
- Strategy for Development and Solution Provider
- Security Policy
- Service Delivery Policy.
- Network Strategy
- Web Development Strategy
- Business Process Reengineering.
 Private isolated Intra network System- Not connected to internet
The network system for controlling, data collection, data encryption, Monitoring and
management should be the specific closed private intra network system and should not be
connected to internet in order to protect from theft and hacking. The technology like block
chain may be used by unique identification of transaction and protection.


Database Design:
- Preparing master Database Structures for Small to big areas/region



Nation, state, district, Taluka, Gram Panchayat, Villages, Municipal Corporation,
Municipal Council, ward, Apartment/ Campus, residence , Flat / home, room
Preparing Master Database structure for small to large resource, devices,
outlets, inlets, Channels, storage etc for electricity, water.

Database Design:
- Preparing database structures for electric sources , devices and equipment's electric
Generators, Transformers, DP’s , Electric devices, Sockets, Holders, plugs, switches, pins, etc.
- Preparing database structures for water resources devices and eqipmentslike Water Tanks,
Dams, Cannels, Rivers etc and water devices Taps, pipe lines, Gutters, Drainages etc.
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 NIC, Akola is the Winner of Skoch Order
of Merit Award 2020
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 NIC, Akola is the Winner of Digital
Technology Sabha Award 2020.

https://www.technologysabha.com/

Award Felicitation Video available at url
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BNr_cDtb8yIJwlrxeH7EaogWGAPVhCJ/view?usp=drivesdk
Express Computer Group from India Express organized
four day Virtual Conference Digital Technology Sabha
from 25th-28th August 2020. Technology Sabha, has
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since long been India’s premier e-Governance Forum;
setting the pace for e-Governance seminars with
leadership dialogues, actionable case studies and best
practices, networking opportunities and technology
showcases.
Technology Sabha has been able to gather key
Government ICT practitioners and decision makers,
under one roof, as they work towards the creation of a
more transparent and efficient governance mechanism.
Hon Sajjay Dhotre, Union Minister of State for
Education, Communications and Electronics &
Information Technology, Government of India
Hon Ajay Prakash Sawhney, Secretary, Ministry of
Electronics & Information Technology, Government of
India
and
Hon Dr. Neeta Verma, Director General, National
Informatics Centre (NIC), Government of India, was the
key speakers in this summit.

NIC, Akola has been felicitated with the
Digital Technology Sabha Excellence Award
under Internet of Things(IoT) category for
the initiative “Framework for e-Governance
of fundamental resources Electricity, Water “
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Award felicitation video available at url
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BNr_cDtb8yIJwlrxeH7EaogWGAPVhCJ/view?usp=drivesdk
The initiative involves the framework for
e-Governance of fundamental resources (Water,
Electricity etc) using 1. Digital record keeping with
Digital UID (unique identification) address like IP and
Digital UID location address (based on longitude and
latitude ) and 2. Digital accessing with IoT sensors,
Actuators by
using the emerging cognitive
Technologies like IoT (Internet of Things ), BIoT
(Building Internet of Things) , IoET (Internet of Every
Thing),GPS, AI, Data Analytics, Block chain etc.
This initiative is for the total remote management of water
and electricity system with ultimate aim to provide water
and electricity bills with devise wise consumption similar
to Telephone and Mobile.
Devices, Equipments and Components of water and
electricity are expected to come with IoT inbuilt to
control remotely and measure its utilization
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Email confirming NIC, Akola as Award Winner
Email

nv.choudhari@nic.in

Congratulations on Winning 'Digital Technology Sabha Award' - National
Informatics Centre (NIC), Akola
From : mohitrathod ec
<mohitrathod.ec@gmail.com>
Subject : Congratulations on Winning 'Digital
Technology Sabha Award' - National
Informatics Centre (NIC), Akola

Thu, Aug 20, 2020 02:41 PM
1 attachment

To : Nitin Vishnu Choudhari
<nv.choudhari@nic.in>
Cc : DIO,NIC Akola <mahako@nic.in>,
nitinvc@gmail.com,
srikanthrp@gmail.com,
vinitahassija@gmail.com,
vinitakhassija@gmail.com,
muhurta23@gmail.com,
ketkijadhav125@gmail.com,
georgefuture@gmail.com,
vishwasdass28@gmail.com
Dear Mr Nitin Vishnu Choudhari,

Congratulations!
We are pleased to inform you that your Project Framework for e-Governance of
Water & Electricity has been chosen under the Internet of Things category, for
the Digital Technology Sabha Awards 2020.
With immense pleasure, we would hence like to invite you to the virtual awards
ceremony, which will be hosted at the Digital Technology Sabha Virtual
Conference on 25th, 26th, 27th and 28th August, 2020.
Awards Date: 26th August
Awards Time: 04.00 pm to 05.00 pm
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Important information:
• My team will send you the login link to join the virtual awards ceremony. You

will be felicitated live, wherein you can briefly give an overview of the project.
• We would also encourage your colleagues to attend the virtual awards
ceremony by registering themselves
at: https://www.technologysabha.com/register.php
• If you would like our team to send you the joining links for your colleagues, I
request you to please fill the details of your team in the document attached
below and send it back to us
• We will email you the Digital Award Certificate to you within 15 days from the
conclusion of the virtual conference.
Meanwhile, should you need any clarifications regarding the award please feel free to
get in touch with:
Vinita Hassija: vinitahassija@gmail.com (9820590053)
Mohit Rathod: mohitrathod.ec@gmail.com (8169141131).
Congratulations once again on winning the award!
Kindly acknowledge and confirm your presence via a return email.
Thanks and Regards,
Srikanth RP
Editor, Express Computer
Indian Express Group
Team Details.xlsx
8 KB
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 NIC, Akola is the Winner of prestigious
elets INDIA Transformation Award 2020
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EletsTechnomediaorganised three-day virtual conference
– Elets India Transformation Summit & Awards on 10th
-12th July 2020. This Summit was one-stop platform for
policymakers, industry leaders, academia and galaxy of
luminaries to deliberate on Governance in the COVID-19
era in the country.

NIC, Akola has been awarded with the
Award of Excellence under the digital India
category for the initiative “Framework for eGovernance of fundamental resources
Electricity, Water “.
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Dr. Neeta Verma, Director General, National Informatics
Centre (NIC), Ministry of Electronics and Information
Technology, Government of India, was the key speaker in
this summit.

Email confirming NIC, Akola as Award Winner
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 NIC, Akola is the Winner of
prestigious eletseINDIA Digital
Transformation Award 2018
13th Digital Transformation Summit 2018 is organized on 13th Dec
2018
at
Hotel
Royal
Plaza,
New
Delhi
by
eletsTechnomediapvt.Ltd. The summit, an exclusively designed
platform, is aimed at bringing together the finest minds in IT
sector including Chief Information Officers (CIOs) and
Policymakers, Industry Leaders, International Experts, Innovators
and IT experts from various domains who would deliberate upon
the importance of cutting-edge technologies revolutionizing their
respective streams. The thirteenth edition of premier summit on
innovation for Governance, Infrastructure, Health, Education,
BFSI, Energy and Technology will serve as a platform for
knowledge for facilitating discussions for strengthening services
for the customers by leveraging technology in its various forms.
NIC, Akola has been awarded as the Smart Service Provider of
the year for the Project “Framework for e-Governance of
fundamental resources Electricity, Water “.
The initiative is for resource optimization with Monitoring,
Management of resources Electricity, Water etc. using IoT
sensors, Actuators and IP using the emerging cognitive
Technologies likeIoT( Internet of Things ), BIoT (Building
Internet of Things), IoET (Internet of Every Thing), AI, Data
Analytics, etc. emerging technologies.
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Email informing NIC, Akola
eletseINDIA 2018 Award Winner

as
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EletseINDIA Digital Transformation Award 2018 Certificate
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EletseINDIA Digital Transformation Award 2018 Trophy.
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Dt. 13th Dec 2018, Hotel Royal Plaza New Delhi: Nitin V.
Choudhari, DIO, NIC, Akola(Right), receiving eletseINDIA Digital
Transformation Award 2018 Certificate & Trophy as the Smart
Service Provider of the year for “Framework for e-Governance of
fundamental resources Electricity, Water”
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 NIC, Akola is the Winner of CSI
IT Innovation & Excellence Awards
2018
The IT Innovation and Excellence Awards 2018 on the
theme Digital Transformation with cognitive Business are
organized on 7th Dec 2018 at Welingkar Auditorium,
Matunga, Mumbai by Computer Society of India (CSI).
NIC, Akola organization has been awarded the Best
Government Organization w.r.t implementation of
Cognitive Technologies - Special mention at IT Innovation
& Excellence Awards (2018) for the Project “Framework
for e-Governance of fundamental resources Electricity,
Water “. This award is basically conferred on those who
are ranked best by Committee and Jury.
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Email informing NIC, Akola as a CSI
IT-2025 Awards (2018) Winner.
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CSI IT Innovation & Excellence Awards 2018 : Award Certificate
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Dt. 7th Dec 2018 Welingkar Auditorium, Matunga, Mumbai: Nitin
V. Choudhari, DIO, NIC, Akola(Left), receiving certificate &
trophy as the Best Government Organization w.r.t. implementation
of Cognitive Technologies - Special mention at CSI IT Innovation &
Excellence Awards (2018) for the Project “Framework for eGovernance of fundamental resources Electricity, Water“.
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CSI IT Innovation & Excellence Awards 2018 : Award Trophy
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 NIC, Akola hosted session in
Digital Citizen Summit (DCS) 2018!
The Digital Citizen Summit (DCS) 2018 is organized on
1st& 2nd Nov 2018 at International India Centre (IIC), New
Delhi by Digital Empowerment foundation (DEF) and the
Internet Society (ISOC) in partnership with United Nations
Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNSCO) and Mozilla.
DCS is the only one of its kind multilateral meeting in the
South Asia region. It aims to bring all stakeholders
together in order to debate, deliberate, and generate
actionable policy-based recommendations on how to tackle
opportunities and challenges of the impact of digital
technologies on society. DCS draws its strength from its
ability to bring together expertise and experience from a
range of different stakeholders including researchers,
practitioners, civil society organizations, and government
representatives.
The Working group committee of DCS has accepted the
proposal of NIC, Akola for hosting session on “Concrete
and Effective e-Governance”. Nitin V. Choudhari, DIO,
NIC, Akola has hosted session in DCS 2018 on “Concrete
and Effective e-Governance” including the “Framework
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for e-Governance of fundamental resources Electricity,
Water “

Dt. 2nd Nov. 2018: Digital Citizen Summit at IIC New Delhi:
Nitin V. Choudhari, DIO, NIC, Akola presenting on
Framework for e-Governance of Water and Electricity.
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14. Short CV of the Producer
PRODUCERS PROFILE
Nitin V. Choudhari , Scientist D and District Informatics Officer (DIO), NIC, Akola (
Maharashtra )

Nitin V. Choudhari completed his M.Sc. Computer Science degree
under

Dr.

Babasaheb

Ambedkar

Marathwada

University,

Aurangabd in 1995. Presently his Ph. D. on topic “ Security in
Cloud Computing” is in process. He is working from 1996 in
National Informatics Centre (NIC) govt. of India’s premier S & T
orgnization. Shri Choudhri is working from June 2011 as District
Informatics Officer at NIC, Akola.
During his tenure as DIO from last nine years, NIC, Akola recognized with 21 various
types of national level awards and recognitions to NIC, Akola in which one is Open
group International Award and two Manthan South Asia level Awards, for the Initiatives
on Virtualization, Concrete and Effective e-Governance Framework, Contribution in
Implementation of Land Records Computerization at Akola and Maharashtra, and
Framework for e-Governance of fundamental resources water, electricity.
He is working on the Virtualization Technology for the Land Record Computerization
project from around 2002 while working as DIO, NIC, Chandrapur(Maharashtra). His
developed Virtual Machines for Land Record Computerization and NLRMP (National
Land Record Modernization Program) and designed the proposed framework for the
effective and concrete e-Governance.
He is highly experienced with development and implementation of various e-Governce
projects and technologies. In 1996 to 1997 he worked at General Stamp Office, Mumbai
on Stamp computerisatin project. From 1997 to 2005 he worked as DIO at Chandrapur,
Maharashtra. In 2005-06 he worked as DIO at Hingoli, Maharashtra and from 2006 to
2011 he worked as DIO at Datia Madhya Pradesh. He is experieced with working in
differrent states at top metro cities like Mumbai up to socially unsecured city Datia in the
Chamble area of Budelkhand in Madhya Pradesh.
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Shri Choudhri’s expreties lies in resource management, Systen Admiistration, Software
scipting and networking and time to time provided and implemented unique technical
solutions for variety of e-Governance projects. Along withthe various e-Governance
projects his major achievements are the Personnel Information System software
desingn and development on unix plattform while working at Chandrapur duing the
period 1997-98, District Court Information System (DCIS) implementation in 1997-98,
Ruralsoft Project Implementation in the state of Maharashtra in 2002-03 as project
coordinator, Network Desktop Video Confering project of All sections in Zilla Parishad in
around 2002-04. Land Record Computerization Land Management Information System
(LMIS), Property Card Information System (PCIS) from 1997 to 2014 and presenly
NLRMP e-Chawdi and e-Mutation from 2011, Successful Parliamentary , Legislative
Assembly election works conduction at Wardha, Mahrashtra in 1995, Chandrapur 1999
and 2004, Datia ( Madhya Pradesh ) in 2007 and 2009 and at Akola in 2014 and 2019.
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Appendix A
Sustainable Development Goals(SDGs) of United
Nations.
Goal no. 9 : Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster
innovation
9.1 Develop quality, reliable, sustainable and resilient infrastructure, including regional and
transborder infrastructure, to support economic development and human well-being, with a focus
on affordable and equitable access for all
9.2 Promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and, by 2030, significantly raise
industry's share of employment and gross domestic product, in line with national circumstances,
and double its share in least developed countries
9.3 Increase the access of small-scale industrial and other enterprises, in particular in developing
countries, to financial services, including affordable credit, and their integration into value chains
and markets
9.4 By 2030, upgrade infrastructure and retrofit industries to make them sustainable, with
increased resource-use efficiency and greater adoption of clean and environmentally sound
technologies and industrial processes, with all countries taking action in accordance with their
respective capabilities
9.5 Enhance scientific research, upgrade the technological capabilities of industrial sectors in all
countries, in particular developing countries, including, by 2030, encouraging innovation and
substantially increasing the number of research and development workers per 1 million people
and public and private research and development spending
9.aFacilitate sustainable and resilient infrastructure development in developing countries through
enhanced financial, technological and technical support to African countries, least developed
countries, landlocked developing countries and small island developing States
9.bSupport domestic technology development, research and innovation in developing countries,
including by ensuring a conducive policy environment for, inter alia, industrial diversification
and value addition to commodities
9.cSignificantly increase access to information and communications technology and strive to
provide universal and affordable access to the Internet in least developed countries by 2020

Goal 17. Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the Global Partnership
for Sustainable Development
Finance
17.1 Strengthen domestic resource mobilization, including through international support to
developing countries, to improve domestic capacity for tax and other revenue collection
17.2 Developed countries to implement fully their official development assistance
commitments, including the commitment by many developed countries to achieve the target of
0.7 per cent of gross national income for official development assistance (ODA/GNI) to
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developing countries and 0.15 to 0.20 per cent of ODA/GNI to least developed countries; ODA
providers are encouraged to consider setting a target to provide at least 0.20 per cent of
ODA/GNI to least developed countries
17.3 Mobilize additional financial resources for developing countries from multiple sources
17.4 Assist developing countries in attaining long-term debt sustainability through
coordinated policies aimed at fostering debt financing, debt relief and debt restructuring, as
appropriate, and address the external debt of highly indebted poor countries to reduce debt
distress
17.5 Adopt and implement investment promotion regimes for least developed countries
Technology
17.6 Enhance North-South, South-South and triangular regional and international
cooperation on and access to science, technology and innovation and enhance knowledge
sharing on mutually agreed terms, including through improved coordination among existing
mechanisms, in particular at the United Nations level, and through a global technology
facilitation mechanism
17.7 Promote the development, transfer, dissemination and diffusion of environmentally
sound technologies to developing countries on favorable terms, including on concessional and
preferential terms, as mutually agreed
17.8 Fully operationalize the technology bank and science, technology and innovation
capacity building mechanism for least developed countries by 2017 and enhance the use of
enabling technology, in particular information and communications technology
Capacity Building
-17.9 Enhance international support for implementing effective and targeted capacitybuilding in developing countries to support national plans to implement all the Sustainable
Development Goals, including through North-South, South-South and triangular cooperation
Trade
17.10 Promote a universal, rules-based, open, non-discriminatory and equitable multilateral
trading system under the World Trade Organization, including through the conclusion of
negotiations under its Doha Development Agenda
17.11 Significantly increase the exports of developing countries, in particular with a view to
doubling the least developed countries’ share of global exports by 2020
17.12 Realize timely implementation of duty-free and quota-free market access on a lasting
basis for all least developed countries, consistent with World Trade Organization decisions,
including by ensuring that preferential rules of origin applicable to imports from least
developed countries are transparent and simple, and contribute to facilitating market access
Systemic issues
/ / Policy/and/institutional/coherence/
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17.13 Enhance global macroeconomic stability, including through policy coordination and
policy coherence
17.14 Enhance policy coherence for sustainable development
17.15 Respect each country’s policy space and leadership to establish and implement
policies for poverty eradication and sustainable development
/ / Multi3stakeholder/partnerships/
17.16 Enhance the Global Partnership for Sustainable Development, complemented by
Multi-stakeholder partnerships that mobilize and share knowledge, expertise, technology and
financial resources, to support the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals in all
countries, in particular developing countries
17.17 Encourage and promote effective public, public-private and civil society partnerships,
building on the experience and resourcing strategies of partnerships
/ / Data,/monitoring/and/accountability/
17.18 By 2020, enhance capacity building support to developing countries, including for
least developed countries and small island developing States, to increase significantly the
availability of high-quality, timely and reliable data disaggregated by income, gender, age,
race, ethnicity, migratory status, disability, geographic location and other characteristics
relevant in national contexts
17.19 By 2030, build on existing initiatives to develop measurements of progress on
sustainable development that complement gross domestic product, and support statistical
capacity-building in developing countries
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Appendix B

Sonoff POW R2
Sonoff POW R2 16A WiFi Switch Real Time Power Consumption Monitor Measurement
(White, 3500 W)
https://www.itead.cc/sonoff-pow-r2.html
SonoffPow R2, Wireless Smart WiFi Switch, Monitor Energy Usage, Historical Consumption,
Overload Protection, Measure Power Usage for a Period, Timing Function, APP Supported
Alexa, Nest, Google Home
Overview
SonoffPow R2 is a 15A WiFi smart light switch that allows you to remotely manage and
control your appliances and monitor your home energy usage. The WiFi light switch works
like a power monitor, which allows you to keep track of 99% accurate real-time current,
voltage and power on your app.
The power switch can protect your appliances from overload. What you need to do is to set
threshold values for the current, voltage and power. It works like a kwh calculator that can
measure electricity consumption for a specified period and a day. The eWeLink app provides
100 days recorded electricity usage data, which you can export to your phone storage. You
can keep track of how much energy your appliances are consuming and estimate your running
costs.
With the Pow R2 power monitoring switch, you can spend less on your electricity bill. The
timers schedule your appliances automatically power on and off at a defined time. The scene
lets your appliances work together in new ways, like setting the heater aut0-off when the door
light is off.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remote Control –Turn electronic devices on/off from anywhere
Monitor Energy Usage –Keep track of live power, current and voltage of your appliances
on App
Historical Energy Consumption –100-day daily/monthly energy usage data and total
electricity cost
Overload Protection –Set power, current and voltage threshold values to let appliances
auto-off
Measure Power Usage for a Period –Measure your appliances’ power consumption for a
specified time
Sync Status–Real-time device status provided to App
Timing Function –Supports 8 enabled scheduled/countdown timers
Share Control –Invite your family to control your smart home together
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•
•
•
•

Scene–Turn on/off a gang of devices with one tap or triggered on/off by another smart device
Smart Scene–Triggered on/off by temp, hum or other environmental conditions from a
sensor
APP Supported –Free iOS and Android eWeLink app
Compatibility –Works perfectly with Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, IFTTT, Google Nest
Features

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Remote turn on/off connected appliance via APP EWeLink
Keep track of live current, voltage and power
Set threshold values to protect your devices from overload
Check power consumption over a specified period
View and export 100 days recorded power usage data
View real-time device status on EWeLink
Supports 8 enabled schedule/countdown timers
Share control your devices with other eWeLink users
Works with Amazon Echo, Echo Dot, Amazon Tap
Works with Google Home, Google Home Mini, Google Nest
Works with IFTTT
Specification for SonoffPow
Voltage range: 100-240V AC
Max current: 15A
Max Power: 3500W
Product Dimensions: 114*52*32mm
Color: White
Wireless Frequency: 802.11 b/g/n
Security Mechanism: WPA-PSK/WPA2-PSK
Enclosure Material: Fire-retardant ABS V0
Operating Temperature: 0ºC-40ºC(32°F-104°F)
Operating Humidity: 5%-90%RH, Non-condensing
Weight:91.0g
FCC(Download)
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SonoffPow R2 User Guide
http://ewelink.coolkit.cc/?p=1567
Videos

SonoffPow R2 DeviceYouTube - Jul 23, 2018
Sonoff POW R2 - Unboxing & InstallationYouTube - Sep 7, 2018
Sonoff POW R2: How Accurate Is It? YouTube - Sep 11, 2018
Hi, welcome to use SonoffPow R2! SonoffPow R2 supports to monitor connected device’s
real-time power, current and voltage, measure power usage for a specified period, set
threshold values to protect from overload and check daily/monthly power usage. It
supports 90~ 250V AC input, the max. current is 16A, the max. power is 3500W.
1. Download “eWeLink” app.

Search “eWeLink” in App Store for iOS version or Google play for Android version.
2. Wiring instruction
Please make sure you have read and follow the L, N, E print on the enclosure. Compare with the
old version, the new version has a different layout.
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3. Add device
1. Power up your device.

2. Press the button for 7 seconds until the green LED blinks like this: blinks 3 times and on
repeatedly:

3. Open eWeLink app, click the “+” icon.
Then select the Quick Pairing Mode (TOUCH), click Next.
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The App will auto-search the device.

4. Input your home SSID & password:
4.1 If no password, keep it blank.
4.2 Now eWeLink only support 2.4G WiFi communication protocol, 5G-WiFi is not supported.

5. Next, the device will be registered by eWelink and add it to your account，it takes 1-3
minutes.

6. Name the device to complete.
7. Maybe the device is “Offline” on eWeLink, for the device needs 1 minute to connect to your
router and server. When the green LED on, the device is “Online”, if eWeLink shows still
“Offline”, please close eWeLink and re-open.
3. APP features
1. WiFi remote control and device state
Turn on/off by tapping on device icon. Device state always simultaneous display APP.
2. View real-time power, current and voltage
Enter the device control interface, users can view real-time power, current and voltage of the
appliances Pow R2 connect with.
3. Calculate energy consumption for a specified period
Tap Statistics, users can tap START to calculate the how much energy the connected appliance
consumes. When they want to stop the measurement, they can tap END to view how much it
consumes during the period.
4. View the daily and monthly energy consumption and total cost
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Tap the icon the red arrow pointed to view maximum 100-day energy consumption. You can see
daily and monthly energy consumption graph and cost. If you want to change the cost unit price,
please go to device control interface, go to Device Setting to change it.
5. OPS (overload protection system)
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Tap OPS, you’ll enter overload protection system to set select and set threshold value for realtime minimum power, real-time maximum power, current and voltage. Once your
appliance reaches the threshold value you’ve set and selected, your device will be auto-off to
protect from overload.
6. Download the energy consumption history
Tap Download, your energy consumption history will be downloaded instantly to your phone.
7. Share Control
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The owner can share the devices to other eWeLink accounts. While sharing devices, both should
stay online on eWeLink. Because if the account you want to share is not online, he/she will not
receive the invitation message.
How to make it possible? Firstly click Share, input the eWeLink account (phone number or email
address) you want to share, tick the timer permissions (edit/delete/change/enable) you want to
give, then click Next. The other account will receive an invitation message. Click Accept, the
device has shared successfully. The other user will have access to control the device.
8. Timing

Support totally 8 enabled single/repeat/countdown timing tasks each device.
9. Scene/Smart Scene
Scene allows triggering on/off your devices automatically. Note that only device owner can
create scenes. Scenes can’t be shared. Scene Settings is in the upper right corner of Device List.
You can set up scenes or smart scenes to trigger on/off the device.
Users should select “Click to execute” in the condition, add different existing devices, name the
scene and save it.
10. Security mechanism
One device one owner. Other people can not add the devices that have already been added. If
you want to add your device to another account, don’t forget to delete it first.
4. Problems and solutions
Read the detailed FAQ on Itead Smart Home Forum.
If the FAQ answers can’t solve your problem, please submit a feedback on eWeLink App.

